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aris Airshow is the largest and major
airshow in the World. SIATI signed
an MOU with GIFAS for facilitating
Co-operation between Indian and French
Aerospace Industries. Since then SIATI has been
mobilizing participation of the Indian Aerospace
Organizations in the Paris Airshow both as exhibitors and as industry
delegations. There has been also exchange of industry delegations between
India and France and with other countries organized by SIATI. In addition to the
meeting of Aerospace Industries of France, Airshows provided opportunities
for Indian delegates to meet and interact with aerospace industries of several
other countries resulting in establishing enduring relationships for mutual
benefits.
Military and Civil aviation has been growing in India at a fast rate. There has
been several aerospace and defense projects based on indigenous R&D as well
as through technology transfer and license production. The Offset policy in
aircraft and defense procurement along with pro-active policies encouraging
Private Public Sector Partnership has provided opportunities for collaborations
between India & Overseas aerospace industries to collaborate for mutual
benefit. India is also emerging as an excellent destination for investment in
R&D for cost effective research, design and development. With the growth
of industries and R&D, there is growing need for trained human resources
both for industries and R&D Institutions. There is thus a growing opportunity
for collaborations between academic institutions, research institutions
and industries, and Technical Training Institutes for Skill development and
knowledge workers. SIATI and GIFAS has recently facilitated an MOU between
International Institute for Aerospace Engineering and Management (Jain
University) and InstitutAéronautique et Spatial (IAS).
SIATI is leading an Indian Industry delegation to Paris Airshow this time, in
addition to industries such as HAL and several other private industries, who
are exhibiting their products capabilities and new projects. The objective
of India’s participation is to interact with aerospace industries from various
countries exhibiting at the Paris Airshow and to develop and strengthen cooperation for mutual benefit.
SIATI and Aeromag conveys its best wishes to all participants
Warmly,

Dr CG Krishnadas Nair
Honorary President, SIATI
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New DPP will give impetus
to indigenisation: Antony

T

he
Defence
Procurement
Procedure 2013 which took effect
from June 1st aims to balance the
competing requirements of expediting
capital procurement, developing a
robust indigenous defence sector and
conforming to the highest standards
of transparency, probity and public
accountability, while laying a strong
emphasis on promoting indigenisation
and creating a level playing field for the
Indian Industry.
Defence Minister A K Antony has
expressed the hope that the defence
industry as well as the procurement
agencies will find the DPP-2013 to be a
‘progressive step’ aimed at giving impetus
to indigenisation, creating level playing
field between the Private and Public
Sector and expediting the procurement
process as a whole.
A higher preference has now been
accorded explicitly to the Buy (Indian),
Buy and Make (Indian) and Make
categorisation, besides bringing further
clarity in the definition of the ‘Indigenous
Content’ and simplifying the Buy and
Make (Indian) process. Besides this, the
validity of the “Acceptance of Necessity”
(AoN) has been reduced from two years
to one year with a stipulation to freeze
the Service Qualitative Requirements
(SQRs) before the accord of the AoN. A
higher delegation of financial powers to
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the Service Headquarters and the DPB
has also been made. Together, these
measures are expected to make the
procurement procedure more efficient
and reduce delays.
Other significant changes include
incorporation of the new offset policy
guidelines which were promulgated in
August 2012 and revision of the chapter
on Ship-building which had been
introduced in the DPP 2011. The Ministry
has also undertaken the exercise of further
simplification of the Make procedures
and revision of the Fast Track Procedures

which is likely to be completed in the near
future.
With these changes, the new procedure
is expected to provide the much needed
thrust to the Indian Defence Industry in
the years to come while continuing to
meet the defence requirements of the
country at an even pace.
The Salient features of the DPP- 2013
The first major change that has been
brought in relates to the introduction
of the ‘preferred categorisation’ in
the following order; Buy (Indian), Buy

& Make (Indian), Make (Indian), Buy
& Make, Buy(Global). While seeking
the approval for Áccord of Necessity
(AoN) in a particular category, say, Buy
(Global), it will now be necessary to give
justification for not considering the
other higher preference categories. This
is expected to give a stronger impetus
to indigenisation.
Stipulations related to the indigenous
content have been clarified and made
more stringent. Indigenous content
requirements will now extend all the
way to the lowest tier of the sub-vendor.
Hence, import content in the products
supplied by the sub-vendors will not
qualify towards indigenous content.
Besides this, the requirement of the
prescribed indigenous content, e.g.
30% in the Buy (Indian) category is to
be achieved on the overall cost basis,
as well as in the core components i.e.
the basic equipment, manufacturers
recommended spares, special tools and
test equipments taken together.
In addition, the basic equipment must
also have minimum 30% indigenous
content at all stages including the one
offered at the trial stage. It has further
been stipulated that an indigenisation
plan will be provided by the vendor.
These
stipulations
will
ensure
more meaningful efforts towards
indigenisation.
While a penalty has been stipulated for
not achieving the required indigenous
content at a given stage, a scope to make
up the deficiency at later stages has been
provided.
Likewise, in the Buy and Make (Indian)
cases, there is no stipulation regarding
the minimum indigenous content in the

Buy component and the Indian vendor
is given the elbow room to achieve the
prescribed indigenous content in the
overall delivery. This enables the Indian
vendor the time to absorb ToT, set up
manufacturing facility while concurrently
meeting the service requirements.
A method for assessment of indigenous
content, based on self certification by
vendors, has been given while keeping
provision for audit by MoD or its
nominated agency, if found necessary.
A major set of changes aimed at making
the procurement process speedier
includes the stipulation to finalize the
SQRs before seeking the accord for
‘Acceptance of Necessity’ and reducing
the validity period of an AoN from two
years to one year. This will bring down
the processing time of individual cases
significantly.
Procurement cases are also expected to
be speeded up on account of enhanced
delegation of powers of the SCAPCHC
from Rs 50 crore to Rs 150 crore and the
power of the DPB from 150 crores to Rs
300 crore.
In order to encourage timely submission
of the bids by the vendors and to
discourage last minute requests for
extension of time, it has been stipulated
that any request for extension of the bid
submission date must be made at least
two weeks prior to the bid submission
date with adequate justification.
Impetus to indigenisation would also
require simplification of the Buy and Make
(Indian) and Make procedure. The exercise
to simplify the Buy and Make (Indian)
procedure has been completed doing
away inter alia with the requirement of
short-listing the vendors through the

‘Project Appraisal Committee’ while
keeping the validity of the AoN to
two years permitting comprehensive
consultations with the Industry (Para
25a). This is expected to bring more
projects under the Buy and Make (Indian)
category. Simplification of the Make
procedure is underway and is expected to
be completed in few months.
In Buy (Global) cases, it will now be
possible for the Indian vendor to give
Maintenance ToT to another Indian
vendor of their choice. The MToT partner
is no longer required to be nominated by
the DDP.
The appendix F and G to the RFP i.e.
the Payment Terms and Commercial
Offer have been recast as ‘Commercial
Clauses’ and ‘Evaluation Criteria of
Price Bid Format’. These include use of
the International Commercial Terms
(INCOTERMS 2010), bringing payment
terms for Indian Bidders on par with
those for the foreign bidders, specificity
in stages and modes of payment and
removal of excise duty in determination
of L-1.
Apart from the major salient features
of the DPP 2013 enumerated above,
a number of other changes have
been made which are procedural in
nature and aim at bringing clarity and
efficiency and in the procurement
procedures. Further measures to
strengthen the Indian Defence Sector
are under consideration and will be
brought about after due consultation
with all stake holders. In the meantime,
it is expected that this document will be
well received by the Industry, the users
and other stakeholders at large in the
Indian Defence Sector.
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DRDO: Leading the way in
taking India’s defence strength
to new heights

D

RDO is India’s premier Defence Research
and Development Organisation, an
organisation on the cutting edge of
defence technology with a mission to design
and develop state-of-the-art defence systems
and technologies and to provide technological
solution to India’s Defence Services. The
technology spectrum under the DRDO banner is
wide-ranging and versatile.
Enhanced focus on self-reliance during recent
years has led DRDO to enter a new phase of
delivery of state-of-the-art systems and critical
technologies to the Services, taking the selfreliance index from 30% to over 55%. No wonder,
the production value of DRDO developed systems
inducted or cleared for acquisition during past
decade has crossed Rs 1.55 lakh crore.
DRDO’s prowess in strategic systems led the way
with a series of milestones achieved and touched
new heights with the spectacular maiden launch
of India’s long range strategic missile Agni 5. Agni
3 joined Agni 1, Agni 2 & ‘Prithvi two’ to further
strengthen India’s strategic might, while Agni 4
and Agni 5 are being readied for the Armed Forces’
arsenal. Over 70 launches of major missile systems
went on to demonstrate DRDO’s strength in this
crucial sector.
Production clearance of Bo5 underwater system
after a series of successful trials incorporating
many novel technologies, proving the reliability of
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the system, was another breakthrough.
INS Arihant, India’s first indigenous nuclear
powered submarine, is gearing up for seaward
trials.
The long range cruise missile, Nirbhay had
its maiden flight proving the required critical
technologies.
In the direction of establishing a credible two
layer Ballistic Missile Defence system, a series of
successful interceptions, mostly, with direct hit,
demonstrated its reliability.
In the arena of tactical systems –
productionisation and induction of Akash, the
medium range air defence system with multitarget, multi directional capability is another
shining achievement.
Brahmos, the best supersonic cruise missile in
operation, designed to be launched from land, air,
sea and sub-sea platforms, with its high speed and
precision of attack, became the preferred weapon.
Its block II version with target discrimination
capability and block III version with steep diving
capability even at supersonic speeds were
developed making it a deadly weapon.
Prahar, a novel, highly manoeuvrable precision
strike, Surface-to-Surface tactical missile capable
of being fired in salvo mode is all set to extend the
reach of our artillery fire to over 150 Km, filling the
gap between PINAKA rockets and Prithvi Missile.
India’s first Light Weight Multi-role Supersonic

Avinash Chander takes
over as 11th SA to RM

P

adma Shri Avinash Chander has taken over as Scientific
Advisor to Raksha Mantri (SA to RM), Secretary Defence
Research & Development and Dirctor General DRDO
(Defence R&D Organisation). Mr Avinash Chander has been
appointed for a period of three years.
Expressing determination to enhance the level of self-reliance
in defence sector, he affirmed, “We are looking forward to further
growth in indigenous capabilities and achieve a goal of 75% selfreliance. Today the ambience is right, with the maturity of Indian
industry and our own R&D capabilities”.
The eminent Missile Scientist who envisioned and evolved
the Strategies for Long Range Missiles and led the design and
development of AGNI series of Missile Systems, further said,
“We have taken major programs in multiple areas. Our focus is
on performance and timely deliveries of critical programmes
like LCA, Artillery Guns and Surface to Air Missiles Systems.
Simultaneously, we want to make sure that DRDO becomes a
leading technology agency in the world. While we set our eyes
on this process, we need to involve academia in a very close
interaction to create frontline centers of excellence in R&D”.
Speaking on the importance of involving Indian industry
in enhancing self-reliance in defence sector, he said, “DRDO
is committed to harness industry capability and create right
environment for involving Indian industry in major programmes.
We want industry to develop R&D growth, so that DRDO can

Combat Aircraft Tejas, a 4th GenerationPlus contemporary fighter aircraft having
recorded over 2000 flawless take offs and
landings, demonstrated its might during
the “Iron Fist”, a fire power demonstration
exercise of Indian Air Force.
Having undergone extensive weapon
trials, extreme weather trials, high altitude
and sea level Trials is heading towards
achieving the final Operational Clearance.
LCA Navy, capable of operating from
aircraft carrier ship, had its maiden flight
in April 2012.
Integration of mission systems with the
much needed AEW&CS platform fitted
with indigenous Active Electronically
Scanned Array radar antenna was yet
another significant achievement of
DRDO. The systems are undergoing
comprehensive flight tests.
Avionics upgrades of MiG 27, Jaguar and
Sukhoi-30 aircrafts were indigenously
accomplished, significantly enhancing
their combat capabilities.
India’s first indigenously designed
& developed aircraft engine Kaveri is
undergoing Certification Tests after
series of successful flight trials. Successful
development of indigenous Wankel
rotary engine for UAVs and its flight

focus on higher and higher technologies and support industry in
realizing requirements of our armed forces”.
He was congratulated by Dr Vijay Kumar Saraswat, under
whose leadership, DRDO made long strides and delivered
products that have immensely contributed to the strength of
India’s defence forces. Dr Saraswat expressed confidence that
under the leadership of Dr Avinash Chander, DRDO will scale
new heights.

demonstration to power “UAV Nishant”
was another significant achievement.
Two regiments of Main Battle Tank Arjun
became proud possession of Indian Army.
Arjun Mark-II, developed in a record
time, with about 70 improved features,
has entered advanced phase of User Trials.
A number of Battlefield support systems
including Armoured Amphibious Dozer,
Armoured Engineering Recce Vehicle
and Tracked Armoured Ambulance were
developed and led to production.
Pinaka rocket launcher entered the
operational command of the Indian Army,
giving a boost to their fire power. Pinaka
II, with longer range is undergoing trials.
Thermo-baric ammunition capable of
delivering a devastating, simultaneous
fragmentation, Thermal and blast effect
has been developed for MBT Arjun to
further boost its firepower.
A new Modular Bridging System capable
of yielding single span of up to 46 metres
and capable of bearing load up to 70 ton
was developed and is undergoing user
trials.
In the area of naval sensors, very high
degree of self-reliance has been achieved
with design development, and induction
of sonars meeting needs of Indian Navy.

Thus USHUS an Advanced Active-cumPassive integrated sonar system, NAGAN,
an active cum passive towed array sonar
& HUMSA NG, a new generation hull
mounted sonar for ships; were integrated
with their respective platforms.
Among
the
weapon
systems,
VARUNASTRA, a heavy weight torpedo,
underwent extensive sea trials on its way
to induction.
Radars and electronic warfare systems
have emerged as yet another strong
area. DRDO’s technological strength in
this highly security sensitive and critical
area is exemplified by the development,
productionisation and acceptance of
WLR, an advanced electronically scanned
pulse Doppler weapon locating radar; 3D
TCR, a 3 dimensional tactical control radar;
Bharani, a Low Level Lightweight Radar
and ASLESHA, a 3D Low Level Lightweight
Radar.
Completion and acceptance of Varuna,
a modern ESM system for Navy with
capability to intercept and process all
modern radars including LPI radars was
another step in achieving self-reliance in
the field of Electronic Warfare.
A series of secure communication
systems based on Software Defined
9
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Cutting Edge
Solutions

Radio, ranging from hand held sets, to
aircraft and ship based systems have
been developed. The compact system
is capable of operating on multiple
frequency bands, avoiding need for
multiple systems.
Acceptance of light weight integrated
Multifunction Sight, for surveillance and
speedy engagement of targets & an
electro-optical fire control system EON51 for Navy was yet another achievement.
(Show thermal imager, laser range finder,
CCD camera, a global positioning system
and a digital magnetic compass in image)
An advanced Holographic Sight
facilitating accurate aiming with both
eyes open, developed for INSAS rifle was
accepted by Army. Design and fabrication
of System on Chip (SoC) for mission
computers and its integration with
On-Board Computers for major missile
systems and aeronautical platforms, was
another significant milestone.
DRDO has always played a pioneering
role in the development of special
materials for defence requirements.
Recent
achievements
include
productionisation of light armour for Mi
17 helicopter and more than 30,000 tons
of DMR steel for Indian Navy. The setting
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up of Titanium sponge production facility
at KMML is a boost for the country’s
aeronautical, missile and space programs.
Alive to the needs of emerging
war scenarios DRDO has taken up
development
of
Unmanned
War
Machines as a major thrust area and
has made significant achievements,
including the delivery of state-of-the-art
Remotely Operated Vehicle Daksh, an
invaluable asset for bomb disposal, series
of successful flights of long endurance
UAV Rustom -1 in its final configuration
and demonstration of an advanced
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle. Series
of mini and micro UAVs have been
developed.
Bulk production orders were received
for Submarine Escape Suite for Navy,
Combat Free Fall System for Paratroopers
and Lightweight Helicopter Oxygen
System for Indian Air Force. On-board
Oxygen Generation System (OBOGS) has
been developed.
Development of Solar Powered Modular
Green Shelters was another significant
achievement in supporting our soldiers.
Series production of Computerised
Pilot Selection System (CPSS) for
comprehensive evaluation of candidates

was commenced and systems were
handed over to users.
The NBC Recce Vehicle designed for
‘surveillance and on-site collection &
analysis of samples from contaminated
environment’, was handed over to the
users.
As spin-offs for civil sector and social
cause, Bio-digesters developed for
environment friendly disposal of human
excreta in extreme cold regions of high
altitudes were adapted for Railway coaches
and Lakshadweep islands. The technology
has been selected to equip over two lakh
Gram Panchayats with bio-toilets.
The sonar technologies developed for
detection of ships and underwater threats
were innovatively employed to develop
Sanjeevini, a life detector to locate victims
trapped under debris or a bore-well and
‘Tarangini’, a portable device to measure
depth and bottom hardness in water
bodies.
All these endeavours have a singleminded focus: to transform India
into a world-class centre for design
development and production of defence
systems and technologies, ensuring
freedom from denial regimes and external
controls.

Reliable. Safe. Efficient.
• Global solutions provider for

commercial and defense aerospace

• World-class products
• Long standing commitment to India
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We intend to develop
airships: Dr. Tamilmani
Dr K Tamilmani was recently appointed as
the Chief Controller (R&D) (Aeronautics)
of Defence Research and Development
Organisation.
Graduate in Aeronautical Engineering at MIT,
Chennai, Dr Tamilmani served as the Director,
Centre for Air Borne Systems (CABS) before
being appointed as the Chief Executive (Airworthiness),
CEMILAC .
He is recipient of many awards and honours for his work including
the ‘DRDO outstanding contribution award’ in recognition of
rotodome modification and flight testing of HAL HS 748 aircraft.
He also received the ‘Prof VM Ghagte Award’ for his contributions
to the indigenous Air Borne Early Warning (AEW) programme by
the National Aeronautical Society of India (AeSI).
Dr. Tamilmani shares his thoughts in this exclusive interview to
Aeromag Asia.

How was the year 2012 – 13 been for
DRDO vis-à-vis aeronautics field and
what are highlights?
The year 2012 – 13 has been good for
Aeronautic Labs in DRDO. LCA-Tejas
completed its 2000th flight and had more
than 200 flights during the last year itself.
It also underwent hot and cold weather
and weapon release trials. Tejas also
participated in the Operation ‘Iron Fist’.
During ‘Iron Fist’ the aircraft performed
well with accurate weapon release to
target. Last year also witnessed the

maiden flight of LCA Navy Aircraft.
In the area of Airborne Early Warning
and Control System (AEW&C), India
received two modified platform from M/s.
Embraer, Brazil. The aircraft underwent
the first block of flights successfully. Both
the aircraft have now been equipped
with various mission systems such as
Primary Radar, Identify Friend or Foe
(IFF), Electronic Support Measure (ESM),
Communication Support Measure (CSM),
etc. The flights with mission systems will
begin shortly.

In the field of Electronic Warfare, DRDO
has developed and demonstrated ‘Self
Protection Suite’ for Mi-17 helicopter.
A modified 6-antenna Radar Warning
Receiver (RWR) solution for Su-30 aircraft
has also been successfully demonstrated.
In the current financial year, what’s
the thrust and goals?
The current year will witness the
completion of IOC of LCA Tejas and flights
of LCA-Navy from the Shore Based Test
Facility. This facility will simulate the
aircraft take-off from an Aircraft Carrier.
AEW&C aircraft will undergo flight trials
with all mission systems on-board for full
flight envelope and will demonstrate its
performance as per User’s requirements.
In the field of UAV, the MALE UAV
Rustom-2 will undergo its maiden
flight. DRDO has initiated a project for
development of Low Cost Expendable
Aerial Target – ‘Abhyas’, which also
undergo flight this year.
EW suite for LCA and Mig-29 will also be
flight tested.
What are the new initiatives in the

pipeline?
DRDO is taking various projects in the
field of aeronautics. Based on success
of LCA, we are taking up development
of Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft
(AMCA) for which feasibility study is
underway.
The Government of India has also
sanctioned Airborne Warning and Control
(AWACS-India) programme to develop
a bigger airborne warning and control
system with enhanced range, endurance
and coverage.
Development of Large Size Aerostat
for surveillance and Controlled Aerial
Delivery Systems (CADS) for delivering
higher pay loads has also been initiated.
DRDO is also planning to initiate R&D
initiative on ‘High Temperature Materials
and Coating’; which is a back bone for any
aeronautical system, especially engine.
This initiative is planned to be taken
up along with the academia and other
departments like CSIR and DST.

ups in the area of aeronautics?
One of the crucial area for collaboration
would be the ‘Propulsion system’ for
various types of flying platforms, be it
Gas Turbine Engine for AMCA, Piston
Engine for UAVs or Turbo Shaft engines
for helicopters.
Could you discuss DRDO’s road map
and vision in regards to Aeronautics?
In the area of UAVs, our road map is to
make India self-reliant. We are focused
towards development of various kinds
of UAVs such as Micro UAVs, Mini UAVs,
Medium Altitude Long Endurance (MALE)
UAV, High Altitude Long Endurance
(HALE), Rotary UAV and Solar powered
UAVs. In the area of Electronic Warfare,
we intend to provide the Radar Warning
Receivers, Jammers, Dual Color Missile
Warning Systems for all the platforms
being used by IAF. Development of
engines for propelling various aircraft is
also our vision. In case of Lighter-than-Air
systems we intend to develop Airships to
meet the future needs of our services.

Could you talk about potential for
joint ventures, collaborations and tie-

Dr. K. Tamilmani
Chief Controller (R&D) (Aeronautics) DRDO

SPINNER|| HYBRID ROTARY JOINTS
In the field of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV), the Army has inducted four Nishant
aircraft. The development of Medium
Altitude Long Endurance UAV Rustom-2
has been progressing well. DRDO has also
developed the Advanced Pilotless Target
Aircraft ‘Lakshya-2’ to meet the new
requirements of the user and the same
was demonstrated.
The medium size aerostat “AKASHDEEP”
underwent endurance trials along
with the Electro-Optic payload and
demonstrated its capabilities.
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ARGENTINE PRIMARY 3D RADAR
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Karnataka aims to create
vibrant aerospace hub

K

arnataka’s aerospace policy seeks to position the State as
a vibrant aerospace hub of Asia and a globally recognised
aerospace destination by creating enabling environment
for holistic and sustained growth of the Aerospace Sector.
The policy has a mission to achieve substantial progress in the
Aerospace Sector as envisaged below:
Phase-I (2012-17)
1. Attract investments to the tune of US$ 4 Billion in Aerospace
Sector.
2. Provide additional employment (direct and indirect) to
40,000 persons in the next five years by a process of inclusive
development.
3. Increase the contribution of Aerospace sector towards
enhancing the share of industry in the State’s GDP from 28%
to 30%.
Phase-II (2017-22)
1. Attract investments to the tune of US$ 6 Billion in the
Aerospace Sector.
2.
Provide
additional
employment (direct and
indirect) to 60,000 persons
in the next five years by
a process of inclusive
development.
3. Enhance the contribution of
Aerospace sector towards
increasing the share of
industry in the State’s GDP from 30% to 32.
Objectives
a) To make Karnataka a preferred global destination for
manufacturing of aircraft, aircraft systems & sub-systems,
assemblies and components.
b) To create of eco-system comprising infrastructure, education
and R&D to make the State a conducive hot spot for aerospace
industry.
c) To make Bangalore a magnet for global tier-1 Suppliers.
d) To make Karnataka as one of the leading MRO hubs in Asia.
e) To make available ready to-employ human resource pool for
the industry.
f) To strengthen R&D infrastructure for achieving innovative and
cutting edge technologies.
g) To create enhanced facilitation mechanism for ease of doing
business through industry friendly policy frame work.
The scope of policy includes both ‘Aerospace Industry’ and
‘Aerospace Infrastructure’.
Aerospace Industry shall include the units in the aerospace
value chain from raw material to finished products which add
value to aerospace products / intermediates / residues both
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M. N. Vidya Shankar
Principal Secretary
Commerce & Industries
Department
industries, research and capacity
building.
b) Develop well balanced aerospace
industrialisation across the state
through a process of inclusion.
c) Assist in developing Micro, Small,
Medium and Large scale industries
equally in Aerospace sector.
d) Encourage private sector participation
on a transparent basis in development
and operation and maintenance of
aerospace infrastructure.

Sri Siddaramaiah
Hon’ble Chief Minister
Govt. of Karnataka
hardware and software. The aerospace and allied sectors
referred to in this policy document shall include inter alia civil
& military aircraft, rotarcraft, helicopters and business jets. This
also includes design, research, development and prototyping.
Further, it will also include guided missile component, UAVs
and related components, propulsion units, overhaul machinery,
rebuilding, manufacturing components etc.
Aerospace Infrastructure shall include both new establishment
and modernisation of existing facilities, Maintenance, Repair
& Overhaul (MRO), testing facilities, laboratories, storage hubs
and silos, warehouses, common technical and service centres,
value addition centres, product certification centres, centre of
excellence for research & development, aerospace SEZs, logistics
hubs with allied infrastructure, common infrastructure facilities
for industry cluster and environment control system and other
such infrastructure pertaining to the aerospace sector.
Strategies
Creation of aerospace eco-system
a) Development of state-of-the-art infrastructure conducive for

Development
of
Aerospace
Manufacturing, MSME & MRO sectors
a) Develop manufacturing capability
in precision machinery for efficient
operations.
b) Better utilisation and value addition of
aerospace products.
c) Value addition to Tier II & III suppliers.
d) Special emphasis to develop MSMEs
in the state to remain globally
competitive.
e) Provide a favourable environment for
development of MRO segment.
Boosting exports
a) Create brand image of Karnataka as a
quality manufacturing destination.
b) Develop key products to gain market
dominance.
c) Create new markets and new product
lines and develop alternate marketing
channels.
d) Encourage high realization and value
added exports meeting international
standards.
5.4 Harnessing Human Resources and

Focus on R&D
a) Creating large scale employment
opportunities through collaborative
modes.
b) Promoting excellence in scientific
innovation by encouraging R&D and
innovation.
c) Enhance the skill sets of youth through
development programs and trainings.
d) Increasing work efficiency and
reduction of occupational hazards in
aerospace operations.
e) Develop educational and research
institutes and training centres, skill
development centres, testing centres
and other such institutions for capacity
building and research capabilities for
sustained growth of the sector.
f) Familiarisation and exposure towards
newer scientific concepts and research
& development from hitherto unknown,
unexplored areas.
g) Arrange regular technology exchange
programs, know-how and training
programs to target group’s students,
researchers, thought leadership and
academia.
Policy Measures
Operationalisation of BAP and BASEZ
Bangalore Aerospace Park (BAP) and
Bangalore Aerospace SEZ (BASEZ) being
established by the Government at
Devanahalli will be made operational by
providing required infrastructure. The
Joint Aerospace Task Force shall monitor
the progress. This park will be established,
maintained and managed through a
Special Purpose Vehicle to be constituted
with members from Government,
industry and professional bodies. These
parks will have the following facilities
when completed:
i) Manufacturing area and SEZ.
ii) MRO with a direct access to the BIAL
runway
iii) Testing centre.
iv) Hardware / embedded technology
centre.
v) Technology innovation centre including
a certification /calibration centre.
vi) Housing.
Creation of Infrastructure through
PPP
Infrastructure is a pre-requisite for
sustained economic growth. Karnataka’s
vision is to “Build strong Public-PrivatePartnership in infrastructure to achieve
the twin objectives of growth and equity.”
The Government will give prime
focus on creation of world class

Maheshwar Rao
Commissioner of
Industrial Development
infrastructure for aerospace sector. It is
proposed to establish Aerospace Parks
at potential locations like Mysore, Hubli,
Mangalore and Belgaum in phases
depending on the demand from industry.
These parks will have comprehensive
infrastructure facilities like road, captive
power generation, water suppl, facilities
for R&D/testing, finishing schools,
housing and health care for employees
enabling the units to operate on ‘plug and
play’ concept.
Development of such parks would
be encouraged through PPP model. In
addition to manufacturing, it is proposed
to create a world class Maintenance Repair
and Overhaul (MRO) Facility in Bangalore.
It is also proposed to set up a MRO facility
at Mysore on a PPP mode.
It is proposed to develop Greenfield
airports at Shimoga, Bijapur, Hassan and
Gulbarga through the PPP model. These
will be “No-Frill Low-Cost Airports” with
investments ranging from Rs.40 crores to
Rs.100 crores in a bid to provide air link
to small towns suitable for operation of
small jets as well as Boeing 737.
The defence airport at Bidar & Karwar will
be opened for civil aircraft. Additionally,
the State plans to develop airstrips and
helipads at all district headquarters
and important industrial destinations
which do not have air connectivity. Air
Strips will be constructed at Davanagere,
Chickmagalur, Udupi, Madikeri, Gokarna,
Chitradurga, Bagalkot, Haveri, Gadag
and Kollegal. The above will open up
opportunities for developing aerospace
activities in tier-2 cities.
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Focus on Cluster approach
It is proposed to develop the aerospace
industry through a cluster approach. The
cluster approach envisages inclusion of
enterprises, financial providers, suppliers,
service providers, common facilities such
as testing laboratory at potential locations
of the State.
It is proposed to create three clusters
with the relevant focus areas and
institutions as mentioned against each.

be financially supported for obtaining
certification like AS-9100 series and
NADCAP.
Develop and implement special
programs to enhance the innovation
capabilities of MSMEs in collaboration
with industry and academia.
Bangalore Aerospace Park will have a
state-of-the-art technology Innovation
Centre which will act as a catalyst for
MSMEs.

 South Cluster – Bangalore, Mysore &
Mangalore
 Bangalore Aerospace Park, Devanahalli.
 MRO at BIAL & Mysore.
 Manufacturing cluster at Mangalore
District.
 IIT at Muddenahalli near Chickbalapur
being set up to have Aerospace &
Aeronautical Engineering.

Human Capital Development
Establishment of specialised training
& finishing institutions at potential
locations by private sector or in PPP
mode will be encouraged by way
of providing financial support. It
is proposed to allot 5 acres of land
in notified industrial land to these
institutions at concessional rates.
These institutes are expected to impart
training to about 5000 persons annually,
which can be easily absorbed by the
industry. In-plant training provided by
industries will also be encouraged by
way of stipend to the trainees.
Government of Karnataka will partner
with the industry to set up necessary
infrastructure required for avionics labs,
assembly shops, sheet metal shops,
composite shops relevant to assemblies,

 Central Cluster – Davangere &
Chitradurga
 Establishment of Aerospace Research
& Innovation Centre collocated with IISc
proposed at Chitradurga.
 Aerospace & Aeronautical University at
Davangere.
 Establishment of Flying training school
at Davangere.
 North Cluster – Belgaum & Bidar
 Co-locating a Aerospace training
institute collocated with IAF training
centre.
 Manufacturing cluster at Belgaum.
Thrust on MSMEs
MSMEs have potential to form the
backbone of the global aerospace
supply chain. It is proposed to enhance
support to MSMEs in the Indian aerospace
industry with the aim of making them
globally competitive.

subassemblies etc., required for the training
curriculum. The state will part fund the
cost of the machinery and rest will be done
through a PPP model with the industry.

MSMEs in the aerospace sector shall
have preference in allotment of land in
designated Aerospace Parks. At least
30% to 40% of the land in Aerospace Park
will be reserved for MSMEs. For MSMEs,
payment of cost towards KIADB land will
be considered in instalments, with 40% as
upfront and the balance 60% in 12 equal
quarterly instalments. This facility will be
available only in case where the cost of
land is more than Rs. one crore per acre.
Further, this provision shall be available
only for initial 5 years of the Policy period.
Enhanced incentives will be offered to
MSMEs to provide a level playing field
and make them competitive. MSMEs will

Academia, Research & Innovation
Centre
The State will endeavour to
commission the ‘Karnataka Aerospace
Research & Innovation Centre’ in
Karnataka. The Government will give it
necessary support to make it a world
class aerospace research hub. It will
have a state of the art laboratory along
with an incubation centre for budding
Aerospace engineers and entrepreneurs
and will be constructed on a PPP model
with the state funding up to 50% of the
cost.
The Government will separately
take up the subject of improving the
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infrastructure at research laboratories
in various engineering colleges offering
Aerospace engineering through the
Visweswarya Technology University.
Necessary funds will be made available
to these colleges in collaboration with
the industry, so that infrastructure can
be upgraded in a time bound manner.
Government will encourage institutes
to set up world class laboratories in
partnership with industry.
The state will encourage partnerships
between institutes and the industry to
identify specific areas of research and
provide incentives including providing
scholarships for outstanding students
and encourage them to take up doctoral
and post doctoral research in aerospace
engineering,
aircraft
design
and
development.
Government of Karnataka is taking
appropriate steps to encourage more
students to pursue Aerospace careers, and
to attract more university graduates to seek
employment in Aerospace engineering.
Government will fund specific research
programs which have a long term bearing
on the industry through the R&D grants.
It will also encourage entrepreneurs,
start up companies and universities and
engineering colleges to come forward and
utilise the grants in new technology areas.
Aerospace University and Flying
School
Government of Karnataka proposes to
establish a new Aerospace University in
the State in association with a suitable
knowledge partner. It is also proposed to
have a flying training school to be located
within the campus. The University and
the flying school will be set up as a Joint
Venture between the State and interested
investors.
It is proposed to infuse capital in
innovative ventures by creating an
Aerospace
Venture
Capital
Fund
(KARAVEN) with a corpus of Rs. 200
crores with participation of Government
(to the extent of Rs. 50 crores), financial
institutions and other investors. The fund
will enable MSMEs to bring in required
equity enabling ease of borrowings for
various new projects as well as for scaling
up existing projects.
Investors will be provided with better
facilitation at the stages of implementation
and operation, so that, they can do their
business with ease and less transaction cost.
Karnataka Udyog Mitra will continue to act
as the nodal agency.

Incentives and concessions
To attract investments in Aerospace
sector and also to provide level playing
field to the industries, enhanced
package of incentives and concessions
will be offered by the Government.
These incentives shall be within the
broad guidelines of the incentives and
concessions offered in the Karnataka
Industrial Policy 2009-14. Some of the
additional incentives will be offered to
the sector over and above the incentives
offered in Industrial Policy 2009-14.
Review mechanism
The policy has set a toll target to
achieve especially in mobilising
investments to Aerospace sector and
creating employment opportunities. A
High Level Inter Departmental Review
Committee will be constituted under
the Chairmanship of Chief Secretary to
regularly review implementation of all
provisions of the policy and achieving
the targets.
A Working Sub-Committee under
the Chairmanship of Commissioner

for ID and Director of I&C will also be
constituted in the Department of I&C
to regularly monitor implementation of
the policy. This Committee will ensure
that, necessary facilitation is extended
to investors and provide feedback to the
High Level Committee on the progress at
regular intervals.
Incentives
&
Concessions
for
Aerospace Sector
Following
special
incentives
&
concessions shall be offered to Aerospace
sector industries up to 2022 irrespective
of the status of industrial policy and
without any zonal regulations.
Anchor unit subsidy
Anchor unit subsidy of Rs.500 lakhs shall
be offered to the first two Aerospace OEM
enterprises with minimum investment
of Rs. 50 crore and direct employment
of 100 persons established in each taluk
of the State excluding Bangalore Urban,
Bangalore Rural and Ramanagar districts.
In addition to fiscal support, land for such
anchor projects will be allotted by KIADB

at concessional rates.
Exemption from Electricity duty
100% exemption of electricity duty / tax
for MSMEs, Large and Mega Aerospace
enterprises for a initial period of seven
years, six years and five years respectively
excluding Bangalore (Urban) and
Bangalore (Rural) districts and Municipal
Corporation Limits of Mangalore, Mysore,
Hubli-Dharwad and Belgaum. However,
all Aerospace Parks in the state are eligible
for this incentive.
Interest free loan on VAT
Interest free loan at 50 per cent of
eligible Gross VAT for new large and
mega manufacturing enterprises in
Aerospace Sector for seven years, to be
repaid in seven years thereafter in equal
annual instalments excluding Bangalore
(Urban) and Bangalore (Rural) districts
and Municipal Corporation Limits of
Mangalore, Mysore, Hubli-Dharwad and
Belgaum.
However, all Aerospace Parks in the state
are eligible for this.

MTU at the 2013 Paris Air Show

A

t its 280-square-meter booth
No. 254 in Hall 2A, Germany’s
leading engine manufacturer
MTU Aero Engines will showcase a lineup of commercial and military products
and services from its portfolio. The
highlight of its exhibition is the full-scale
mock-up of a geared turbofan (GTF)
engine built by Pratt & Whitney and
MTU.
“In no other program before have we
seen such a large quantity of orders
coming in so quickly,” says MTU CEO
Egon Behle. Around 3,500 firm orders
and options have been received to date.
At this year’s Paris Air Show, the
German engine manufacturer will
also exhibit its high-speed lowpressure turbine - for the very first
time. MTU is the only manufacturer
in the world capable of offering
the technology incorporated in this
key GTF component. Apart from
being designed for high speed, this
GTF module boasts high structural
strength to withstand high mechanical
loads and a low weight, which boosts
efficiency, reduces fuel consumption,

and, last but not least, saves on
maintenance costs. In March and
April, the Munich-based company
was honoured with two German
innovation awards for this outstanding
technological achievement.
Other commercial engine products
on display will include the turbine
center frame (TCF) for the GEnx, which
powers the Boeing 787 Dreamliner
and the new Boeing 747-8 (compared
with its predecessor, the GEnx, too,
burns 15 percent less fuel, and hence
also cuts CO2 emissions by 15 per cent;
incidentally, MTU delivered the 200th
TCF just a few weeks ago), plus a lowpressure turbine disk for the GP7000
powering the A380 and a compressor
with active control systems. The GP7000
sets new standards in terms of reliability,
fuel consumption and noise emissions in
the wide-body aircraft sector.
Representing MTU’s military product
line, another two complete engines
are on display: theEJ200 powering
the Eurofighter Typhoon and the
GE38 powering the CH-53K heavy-lift
helicopter. Visitors interested in learning

more about the Western world’s most
powerful turboprop will be able to
take a closer look at the intermediatepressure compressor of the TP400-D6
engine, the propulsion system of the
Airbus A400M military transport aircraft.
The German engine specialist will also
showcase its world-class capabilities in
the fields of manufacturing and repair
procedures, presenting, for example,
additive
manufacturing
processes
and commercial and military repairs,
including an EJ200 compressor blisk
repair technique.
MTU will also be exhibiting at the
booth of Clean Sky in Hall 2B, No. 106.
As part of this, the largest aeronautical
research program ever launched in
Europe, MTU explores new technologies
for high-pressure compressors and
low-pressure turbines for the second
generation of geared turbofans and,
moreover, is responsible for one of
five engine demonstrators being built.
Among the innovations that will be
showcased are components made
from new materials or produced using
additive manufacturing techniques.
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We plan to expand India Engineering Centre: Eaton
Eaton’s goal is to increase support for its customers in India
by expanding distribution channels for its products and
solutions. The company plans to expand its India Engineering
Centre, which has become a major product engineering,
design and development centre for Eaton’s customers
worldwide, says Mr. Uday Yadav, President – Aerospace
Group, Eaton, in an interview to Aeromag Asia.
inerting technologies are boosting aircraft
safety. These are just a few examples of
Eaton’s focus on product innovation for the
aerospace industry.

Could you talk about Aerospace
Group operations of Eaton?
Eaton’s
Aerospace
Group
is
headquartered in Irvine, California, and
operates manufacturing facilities in the
United States, the United Kingdom, France,
Germany, Indonesia and Mexico. Eaton is
a world leader and premier innovator in
providing cutting-edge systems, solutions
and technologies to the global aerospace
industry. We design, develop, manufacture
and integrate the industry’s most advanced
offerings in the areas of engine solutions,
fuel and inerting, hydraulic systems, motion
control, cockpit interface and electrical
power management.
Could you specifically talk about
hydraulic, fuel, pneumatic and
electrical products for commercial and
military aircraft?
Eaton’s systems and components can be
found on most major commercial, military
and business aircraft platforms. Our broad
portfolio of aerospace products delivers
safe, reliable and efficient solutions
for aircraft, with an emphasis on lower
lifecycle costs, reduced weight and
improved power efficiency.
Eaton continues to make significant
investments in research and development
to meet the industry’s demands for lighter
and more fuel-efficient aircraft. We’re
pioneering the use of lighter, stronger
composite materials that are improving
fuel efficiency and emissions reduction.
We also design fuel pumps, hydrodynamic
seals and debris-monitoring products
that are driving major advancements
in jet-engine performance. And Eaton’s
improved arc-fault protection and fuel-
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Under your leadership, what would
be the growth strategy for the
aerospace business?
Leveraging our excellence in technology
and components to offer our customers
increased power efficiency for next
generation aircraft. We have built our
product portfolios in hydraulics, motion
controls, fuel and electrical components
such as to provide the customer a wide
ranging selection of component and
sub-system value propositions. We
view ourselves as a power management
business and invite our customers to bring
us their toughest problems to work on.
The other aspect around business growth
is continually expanding our aftermarket
opportunities to serve our global airlines
and military end users more effectively.
Could you talk about your Asia Pacific
operations, with focus on the Indian
market?
Eaton’s goal is to increase support for
our customers in India by expanding our
distribution channels for our products
and solutions. We’re also extending our
component excellence to the growing
aftermarket sector, which includes
maintenance, repair and overhaul services
that optimize aircraft performance and
lifecycle cost management.
A vital aspect of Eaton’s presence in
India is a team of dedicated engineers
at the Eaton India Engineering Center
in Kharadi, Pune, and sales and support
offices at Pimpri, Pune and Bangalore. We
plan to expand the Engineering Centre,
which has become a major product
engineering, design and development
center for Eaton’s customers worldwide.
In addition to leveraging the growing

market and the strong engineering
capabilities that India offers, Eaton has
focused on developing a solid supply base
for machined parts in the country over
the last five years. Suppliers from India
are playing an increasingly critical role in
supporting Eaton’s global expansion.
In China, Eaton continues to make progress
in the conveyance joint venture established
with Shanghai Aircraft Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., to support the COMAC C919 commercial
aircraft program. The official opening of Eaton
SAMC Aircraft Conveyance System Company
in Shanghai in 2011 was an important step
forward in the Sino-international cooperation
involved in the C919 project.
How do you see the Indian market for
your products and what are the new
initiatives?
In India, Eaton is supporting the growth
of military and commercial aviation
sectors along with platforms being
introduced into these markets, such as
Boeing’s 787 and C17. We also continue
to provide support for indigenous
platforms by contributing proven
products and technologies. Through
strategic collaborations with Indian firms,
we will begin playing a greater role in
new indigenous platforms such as the
Multirole Transport Aircraft and the
Regional Transport Aircraft.
Eaton’s components and systems are
prolific on a variety of aircraft fleets widely
used by Indian operators. Commercial
platforms in India with significant Eaton
content include the Airbus A320 and the
Boeing 737, 747 and the newly introduced
787. As an example, on the A320 Eaton
provides the hydraulic engine driven
pump, electrical motor driven hydraulic
pump, electrical emergency generator,
hydraulic power transfer unit, engine fuel
pumps, airframe fuel transfer and boost
pumps, fuel valves and many conveyance
products.

Longest possible distance in
one direction: 40000 km
Planet earth, home of all known life forms

Highest pull-down forces up
to 40000 Newtons
VERO-S, Quick-Change Pallet System from SCHUNK

Superior Clamping
and Gripping
Where clamping technology and gripping systems are
concerned, we are the superior provider. SCHUNK is
the No. 1 worldwide supplier of high craftsmanship,
all from a family-owned company. From the smallest
parallel gripper, to the largest chuck jaw program.
We would be glad to inform you.

SCHUNK Intec India Private Limited
No. 80-B, Yeshwanthpur Industrial Suburbs, Bengaluru-560 022
Phone +91 80 40538999, Fax +91 80 40538998
info@in.schunk.com

www.schunk.com
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IAF inducts Basic Trainer
Aircraft Pilatus PC 7 MKII
First Sukhoi Superjet 100 in full
specification delivered to Aeroflot

T

he first Sukhoi Superjet 100 in full specification was recently
delivered to Aeroflot.
In 2005, JSC “Aeroflot” and JSC “Sukhoi Civil Aircraft” (SCAC)
signed a contract for delivery of 30 Sukhoi Superjet 100 aircraft in
standard specification - single class arrangement for 98 passenger
seats. Later, the airline decided to improve the aircraft specifications
including the arrangement, passenger cabin equipment, and
avionics.
Some changes requested by Aeroflot required further aircraft
modifications. In order to avoid delivery delays, the parties
agreed that the first 10 SSJ100 would be delivered to Aeroflot in
“light” specification and later replaced by aircraft in “full” contract
specification (“full”).
The delivery of the first ten SJ100 aircraft is financed by VEBleasing JSC as part of the financial lease agreement concluded with
Aeroflot in 2009. The first Sukhoi Superjet 100 was delivered to
Aeroflot by the Ulyanovsk branch of VEB-leasing JSC.
Full and light specifications differ in several respects. The full
specification aircraft includes an upgraded Flight Management
System (FMS) and weather radar equipped with a wind direction
detection function. Further, the full specification features additional
video control cameras, separate lighting controls for both economy
and business class and an additional working position for a flight
attendant at the wall of option galley at the back of the aircraft.
Individual gaspers over each passenger seat were also installed,
thus improving passenger comfort. The full aircraft is equipped with
three lavatories with diaper boards, and each three-seat-block in
the cabin has an additional oxygen mask. Instead of three galleys,
the aircraft contains four, one of which is equipped with two ovens.
There is additional space to fit a flight baby cot.
There are several foreign and Russian airlines interested in buying
Sukhoi Superjet 100 aircraft in light specification. Sukhoi Civil
Aircraft Company (SCAC) is planning to conclude, in the near future,
contracts for delivery of this aircraft to new customers.
Sukhoi Superjet 100 with manufacture serial number 95025,
delivered to Aeroflot, now has tail number RA-89014. Following
a long-standing Aeroflot tradition, the aircraft was given a
name – “Valery Sysovsky”. Sysovsky Valery Borisovich was part
of the flight crew that operated the first IL-96 passenger flight-SU31-- from Moscow to New York. He was a flight engineer, head
of the flight standards department at Aeroflot-Russian Airlines,
and was honoured by the Russian Federation for his work in the
transportation sector.
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Berlin Airshow 2014
from May 2o-25

N

ext year’s ILA Berlin Air Show will once again be
taking place at the usual time of year, in spring.
From 20 to 25 May 2014 the Berlin Air Show will
be showcasing cutting-edge aerospace technology from
all parts of the aerospace industry. The first three days of
the ILA (20 to 25 May) are reserved exclusively for trade
visitors. On the weekend the show will be open to the
public (23 to 25 May). Among the highlights will be a flying
display programme over several hours featuring aircraft of
all types and sizes from all eras.
The venue is Berlin Expo Center Airport, which was
inaugurated at ILA 2012. Located directly adjacent to BER,
the capital’s future new airport, it is connected by taxiways
to BER’s new south runway. ILA 2014 will feature halls and
chalets covering around 50,000 square metres, an outdoor
display area for aerospace industry exhibits occupying
100,000 square metres as well as an area covering 100,000
square metres for spectators and transportation.
With individual aerospace sections concentrated in small
areas at the ILA visitors need cover only short distances.
Sections include Commercial Aviation, Space Flight,
Defence and Security, including the UAS Plaza featuring
unmanned Aircraft Systems, Equipment, Engines and
Materials, alongside the International Suppliers Center
ISC (20 to 22 May), Helicopters and the ILA Career Center
(23 to 24 May). Also taking place will be a comprehensive
programme of conferences with numerous leading
events representing almost every sector of the aerospace
industry.
A global marketing effort and campaign to attract
exhibitors has been launched in the run-up to ILA
2014. During the coming months the ILA team will be
represented with its own stands at numerous aerospace
shows at home and abroad, including at Aero in
Friedrichshafen from 24 to 27 April, the Paris Air Show from
17 to 23 June, and at MAKS 2013 in Moscow from 27 August
to 1 September. Messe Berlin’s foreign representatives in
some 150 countries around the world will be supporting
local marketing campaigns. Exhibitors who register by
31 October 2013 will be entitled to an Early Bird discount
equivalent to a ten per cent reduction on the stand rental
fee (no discount on aircraft exhibits).

T

he IAF’s premier Academy located at Dundigal, Hyderabad
recently witnessed the unveiling of Pilatus, PC 7 Mk II, by
the Minister of State for Defence, Mr Jitendra Singh thereby
formally inducting the aircraft into the service. Three PC-7 MK II
aircraft got airborne in a vic formation led by Group Captain R S
Nandedkar to put up a brief display for the audience. This marked
the first formal flight of the Basic Trainer Aircraft over the skies at the
Air Force Academy in Hyderabad. This was followed by handing over
of technical documents of the aircraft by Air Commodore Nagesh
Kapoor, Chief Instructor (Flying) to Mr. Jitendra Singh.
After unveiling the new Basic Trainer aircraft, Mr. Jitendra Singh
said, “The induction of PC-7Mk II as Basic Trainer Aircraft in Indian
Air Force is a very important landmark in our nation’s quest to
modernise its Armed Forces.
As part of the ongoing transformation, IAF is being equipped with
cutting edge technology and state of the art aircraft and systems.
However, the need to train our ab-initio pilots on modern trainers
is crucial to prepare them for the exacting requirements of combat
flying. With unveiling of Basic Training Aircraft (BTA), we usher in a
new era. Imparting high quality flying training to our budding pilots
will ensure proficient handling of more sophisticated aircraft in their
demanding roles. PC-7 MK-II and its associated training infrastructure
comprising simulators and training modules promises higher safety
standards while developing the critical skills in military aviation.
The aircraft, with its excellent handling characteristics, user friendly
onboard instrumentation and modern navigation systems, is ideally
suited for IAF’s training requirements.
On behalf of the Government, I assure the nation that no effort will
be spared to equip IAF with the latest training aids and infrastructure.
Funds will never be an impediment and today’s induction is one such
instance to prove this”. Pilatus will prove to be the ideal platform
that will train the ab-initio trainees about the nuances of basic flying
and expose them to modern avionics. This trainer will provide a
solid foundation and facilitate a seamless transition from ab-initio
stage through intermediate and advanced stages into full-fledged
operational flying for all streams.
The PC-7 MK II aircraft would be used for Basic Training of all pilots
of the Indian Air Force, in addition to the pilots of the Indian Navy
and the Coast Guard. Till now this role was performed by the reliable
but ageing workhorse, the HJT-16 Kiran aircraft. Ready to receive the
new Basic Trainer that will bring in a much awaited augumentation
of IAF’s training capacity, a comprehensive infrastructure upgrade is
already underway at the Air Force Academy.
A total of 75 aircraft have been contracted from Pilatus,
Switzerland. The procurement of PC 7 MkII was approved by the
government in May 2012 and the first batch of PC-7 Mk II arrived
at the Academy in February this year as a part of accelerated
induction plan. The first batch of Flight Cadets would start their
training on PC-7 MK II from July onwards.
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Created for self-reliance in high performance
aviation and synthetic industrial lubricants

Mr. J.R. Nanda
CEO, AVI-OIL

A

VI-OIL India [P] Ltd. is a joint
venture of Indian Oil Corporation
Ltd., Balmer Lawrie and Co.
Ltd. (both PSUs) and NYCO S.A. of
France established for the indigenous
production / supply of aviation and
allied high performance lubricants to the
Defence Services, Civil Aviation and the
Industrial sector.
The products of AVI-OIL include a wide
range of high performance aviation
lubricants oils, grease and specialities,
mostly synthetic, designed to meet the
stringent requirements of operation over
a wide temperature range and oftenhostile environment.
An aircraft typically requires upto 30
types of lubricants specifically tailored
for each application. These products
apart from conforming to the governing
specifications and providing satisfactory
performance must have the approval
of aircraft manufacturers, aero-engine
builders and the relevant military or
civil authorities. Use of correct products
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backed by the aircraft designer’s
approvals is a must to ensure the reliability
and safety of the aircraft.
Until the advent of AVI-OIL, such
products were being imported. To
achieve self-reliance in this strategic area,
the company was established in 1993
with Indian Oil Corporation providing the
marketing infrastructure, Balmer Lawrie
with their strength in project engineering
setting up the manufacturing facilities
and NYCO S.A. providing the technical
know-how on a continuous basis. A wide
range of products for aircraft, military and
industrial equipment as well as synthetic
ester basestocks are now produced at
the plant located at
Village Piyala, District
Faridabad, Haryana,
45 kms. from New
Delhi.
AVI-OIL has been
supplying
aeroengine oils, hydraulic
fluids,
greases,
protectives
and
specialties to the
Indian
Defence
Services since 1994. For military aircraft
applications, these critical products
are ‘Type Approved’ by the Centre for
Military Airworthiness and Certification
(CEMILAC), Ministry of Defence, DRDO.
AVI-OIL is registered with the Directorate
General
of
Aeronautical
Quality
Assurance (DGAQA) Ministry of Defence,
as an eligible manufacturer of aviation
lubricants.
Products available comprise a full
range of oils, greases, protectives and
specialities for all the aircraft operating
with the Indian Defence Services
including the Sukhoi SU-30 Mk1, the IL-

78M Flight Refueling Aircraft of the BAe
Hawk -132 of the Indian Air Force the
MiG-29K of the Indian Navy, the Advanced
Light Helicopter (Dhruv) designed and
produced
by Hindustan Aeronautics
Ltd. and the Light Combat Aircraft (Tejas)
designed and developed by the Defence
Research and Developing organization
(DRDO).
For supplies to Civil Aviation, AVI-OIL
is approved by the Directorate General
of Civil Aviation (DGCA) under the CAR
Series E requirements.
AVI-OIL has established a modern
state-of-the-art laboratory at its
plant for Quality Assurance of the
products and to provide
technical support to
the customers. This
service enhances the
reliability of operation
of the equipment and
provides
confidence
to the users. AVI-OIL’s
Quality
Management
System is certified for
compliance with
the
latest
International
Standards ISO 9001-2008
and the
SAE AS 9100, Rev. C relevant to the
Aerospace industry.
AVI-OIL is dedicated towards the
conservation and protection of the
environment and markets a range of
bio-degradable ester base stocks and
lubricants such as fire resistant hydraulic
fluids, non-flammable dielectric liquids
and oils for the eco-friendly refrigeration
compressor systems.
AVI-OIL
has
implemented
an
Environmental Management System
which is certified for compliance with ISO
14001:2004.
Development of new products for the
Defence and Industry is a continuous
process at AVI-OIL, through the efforts
of its Research and Development Unit,
which is recognized by the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research, Ministry
of Science & Technology.
The emergence of AVI-OIL compliments
the efforts of the aerospace industry by
providing the strategic products for selfreliance and the industrial sector’s need
for efficient, energy conserving and ecofriendly lubricants.

Seminar on

The Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies
and Industries (SIATI)
In association with
The National Small Industries Corporation(NSIC)
and
The Society of Defence Technologists (SODET)

Defence Offset
MSMEs network With DPSUs, DRDO and other Public and Large Private
Industries

Offset Workshop & Buyer Seller Meet
On July 19th and 20th 2013 at Dr.V.N.Ghatge HAL Convention Centre
Old Airport Road, Bangalore.
This is a great opportunity for Indian SMEs for availing benefits from Defence Offset.

Please Register for participating at office@siati.org or v.menon@siati.org
for more information contact: +91-80-25219951 , 25275262
HIGHLIGHTS
Shri. K.H.Muniyappa, Hon’ble Minister for
MSME , Govt. of India has consented to
inaugurate the event.
 Presentations from Defence PSUs, Ministry of
Defence, DOFA, NSIC and experts from Defence
offset policies, PSUs & other Industries and R&D
Organizations
 B2B Meeting and Vendor selection & training
programme and Offset Workshop.

PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME
FRIDAY 19 JULY 2013
0900-0930
Registration
0930 – 10-30
Inaugural Session
0930
Invocation & Lighting of Lamp
0935 Welcome Address & Introduction to the seminar
0950 Address by Director Plg, NSIC
1000 Address by Chairman SODET
1010 Inaugural Address by Shri.K.H. Muniappa, Hon’ble Minister for MSME
1020 Presidential Address by Secretary Defence Production
1030 Vote of Thanks
TEA BREAK
1100-1330
Technical Session I
1100 Key Note Address by Joint Secretary (SME) , Ministry of MSME
1110
Key Note Address by DG (Defence Acquisition)
1120
Presentation by Director, Plg, NSIC – Special initiatives for MSMEs
1140
Emerging Defence Projects and Perspective for MSME participation
- Col K.V.Kuber
1200 - 1330 Presentations by DPSUs ( HAL, BEL, BEML, MIDHANI, MDL, GSL)
1330

LUNCH BREAK

1430 – 1730
Technical Session II
1430
Presentation by DRDO
1445
Presentation by CEMILAC/ DGCA/ DGAQA / DGQA
1530
Presentation by SIATI
TEA BREAK
1600 - 1630
Presentation by other PSUs and Large Pvt Industries
1630 – 1800
Presentation by MSMEs
SATURDAY, 20 JULY 2013
1000 – 1130

Offset Workshop - Co ordinator Col K.V.Kuber, former
member DOFA and currently advisor, NSIC
- Opportunities in Defence / HLS / Aerospace
- Problems faced by MSMEs and Mitigation
- Case Study – Womb to Tomb Concept
Presentation and Discussion on DPP 2008 – 12 and

1200 - 1300
revisions.
1300 – 1330
Panel Discussion
LUNCH BREAK
1430 - 1700
B2B Meetings and interactions. 23
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Accurate Simulation: The Multiphysics Approach

D

esigners are driving product
development by conceptualizing
early in the design process. This is
easy enough to do with simple concepts,
but when things start getting intricate,
the designer needs powerful, advanced
tools. In aviation, there can simply be no
cutting corners or guesswork. Safety and
efficiency are of the essence. This is why
robust, accurate simulation software is
such an invaluable tool. With simulation,
an engineer can take a great idea and
build it into a functional design before
utilizing a single material or test.
Multiphysics Simulation in the
Aeronautics Industry
Aeronautics takes multitudes of
physics and their interactions into
account. From engine and electronic
cooling, to cabin airflow and pressure,
to radiation effects, everything needs
to be carefully analyzed to ensure a
safe and operational system. COMSOL
Multiphysics
software
provides
application-specific modules with all of
the capabilities necessary to simulate
the complicated details inherent in
aviation.
Using Simulation to
Helicopter Swashplate
A classic application in
to design the interlocking
helicopter. A swashplate is a

Design

a

aviation is
parts of a
device that

Rafael eyes key contracts in India

L

translates a helicopter’s flight control
into the motion of rotor blades. COMSOL
Multiphysics can be used to design the
swashplate mechanism that governs the
blades and controls their orientation.
In this design, the rotor blades are
modeled as flexible bodies. All of the
other components are assumed to be
rigid bodies. The model makes it possible
to analyze stress and deformation in
the flexible rotor blades caused by
the rotation and applied dynamic lift
force. Additionally, the mode shapes
corresponding to the bending and torsion
of the rotor blades can be analyzed using
an eigenfrequency analysis.The model
helps designers quickly and accurately

determine design parameters needed to
achieve safety.
Driving the Future of Innovation
Analyzing a swashplate is just one
of many problems that COMSOL
Multiphysics can verify and optimize.
The software’s ability to couple all
relevant physics in a simulation—the very
same way that many physics interact in
nature—gives engineers the advantage
they need to truly revolutionize designs.
Aviation presents some of today’s
most challenging design problems.
The multiphysics approach is key for
driving the future of this irreplaceable
technology.

C-130J Super Hercules achieves one million flight hours

T

he worldwide community of
Lockheed Martin C-130J Super
Hercules
operators
recently
surpassed a landmark one million flight
hours milestone, logging this time
through numerous combat, special
operations and humanitarian missions.
Thirteen countries including India
are operating C-130Js, and members of
Lockheed Martin’s Flight Operations and
the U.S. Government’s Defense Contract
Management Agency (DCMA) teams
contributed to this achievement. Hours
were tracked beginning with the C-130J’s
first flight on April 5, 1996, through the
end of April 2013.
“There are a million reasons to pick
the C-130J, as the Hercules continues
to demonstrate the ability to fulfill any
mission at any time,” said George Shultz,
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vice president and general manager
of C-130 programs at Lockheed Martin
Aeronautics Company. “Not only is this
milestone a testament to the capability
of the C-130J Super Hercules, it’s also a
reflection of the dedication displayed by
crews and maintainers each day they fly
a C-130J. Once again, the Super Hercules
family continues to prove why the
C-130J’s flexibility and versatility remains
without equal.”
The C-130J is the standard by which
all other airlift is measured in terms of
availability, flexibility and reliability.
C-130Js currently are deployed in two
combat theaters and are operating
at a very high tempo efficiently and
reliably. In non-combat—but equally
harsh environments —C-130Js are
often the first to support humanitarian

missions such as search and rescue, aerial
firefighting in the U.S., and delivering
relief supplies after earthquakes,
hurricanes, typhoons and tsunamis
around the world.
Countries with C-130Js contributing
to these flight hours include (in order of
delivery) the United Kingdom, United
States, Australia, Italy, Denmark, Norway,
Canada, India, Qatar, Oman, Iraq, Tunisia
and Israel (now in flight test for a summer
2013 delivery).
In the U. S., C-130Js are flown by the
Air Force, Air Force Reserve Command,
Air National Guard, Marine Corps, and
Coast Guard units. Fifteen countries have
chosen the C-130J as an airlifter of choice
—including Kuwait and the Republic
of Korea, which will join the fleet with
C-130J deliveries in 2014.

Mr. Oron Oriol
Executive Vice President
Marketing and Business Development
Rafael Advanced Defence Systems.

eading Israeli high technology defence
company Rafael is looking at India as the
second biggest market after the home
country. Although Rafael is searching for SMEs in
India for partnership and Joint Venture projects, still
it has not succeeded in finding a suitable partner,
said Mr Oron Oriol, Executive Vice President,
Marketing and Business Development, Rafael
Advanced Defence Systems.
If Indian Government increases the FDI in Defence
sector to 49 %, Rafael is interested in Indian JVs
for its various Missile programmes and Electronic
Warfare Systems. If the present 26 % continues, the
company is not interested in investment in India
through Joint Ventures.
Rafael is having a long term business relations
with Indian Air Force. But there is no presence in
Army. Now the company is competing with its Spike
Missiles for the Infantary division. Barrack Missile
was also offered to Indian Navy. Mr Oriol said that
if the company is able to win key contracts, then
India will be the second biggest market for Rafael
after Israel Military. Rafael’s 40- 50 % business
is with Israel Military. The company is looking to
enhance its Indian business to 25 – 30 % and Mr
Oriol is confident that this target will be achieved
very soon.
Rafael and Indian Defence PSU Bharat Dynamics
have entered into an agreement for the
manufacture of Missiles under TOT.
Rafael will exhibit new Missiles in Spike class
with more range in the Paris Airshow. The existing
four KM range of Spike – LR Missile is upgraded to
five KM range with 250 Pounds payload. Israel is
currently using this missile. This is ideal for Infantry,
Light Combat Vehicles also.
Rafael is having expertise in offset and the
company is having manufacturing facilities in
Singapore, Germany, Spain and Poland under offset.
So for the Indian business also, the company is
ready to meet the offset conditions and associate
with Indian industry.

Elbit Systems to Launch a Self Protection
System for UAS at the Paris Air Show

E

lbit Systems EW and Sigint –
Elisra will launch at the Paris
Air Show a self protection
Electronic Warfare (EW) system,
well suited for Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UAS). Improving the UAS’
survivability, the SPS-65V5 system is
based on Elbit Systems EW and SIGINT
– Elisra’s (“Elisra”) vast experience in
the development of systems installed

onboard other platforms such as
fighters, helicopters and utility aircraft,
already in operational use by the
Israeli Air Force and other customers
worldwide.
Edgar Maimon, General Manager of
Elisra, commented: “The increased
global use of UAS is accompanied by
a growing demand for survivability
capabilities for these platforms,

enabling protection of both the
mission and the platform itself, as well
as the unique and valuable sensors
carried onboard. Maimon added: “The
range of sensors included in this new
protection system will also contribute
to and enhance the UAS’ intelligence
gathering capabilities. Like other UASrelated systems developed by Elisra, the
new protection system complements
other Elbit Systems’ developments,
thus providing customers with a suite
of generic solutions for survivability
and intelligence needs.
25
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India, Singapore extend agreement
Indian Defence
Secretary Radha
Krishna Mathur
and Singaporean
Permanent Secretary
of Defence Chiang
Chie Foo exchanging
agreement
documents in the
presence of the
Defence Ministers of
the two countries,
Mr AK Antony and
Dr Ng Eng Hen
in Singapore.
Photo by:
Sitanshu Kar,
DPR, MoD

Record exhibitor turnout for IMDEX Asia 2013

V

isitors to the ninth edition of the
International Maritime Defence
Exhibition and Conference (IMDEX
Asia) had more to look forward to than ever
before at IMDEX Asia 2013 with a record
number of exhibitors showcasing their
latest technologies and innovations. Despite
the uncertain economic climate, the high
exhibitor numbers and strong presence of
military and government delegations at
IMDEX Asia 2013 underscored its position
as Asia-Pacific’s foremost maritime defence
show. The biennial show was organised
by Experia Events with the support of the
Republic of Singapore Navy.
IMDEX Asia 2013 featured 194 participating
companies from 29 countries around the
world. This represented a 17% increase
in exhibitors from IMDEX Asia 2011. As a
testament to the show’s significance and
continued ability to attract top companies,

40% were new exhibitors, including Devor
Technologies, Fincantieri, Liquid Robotics,
Lürssen Marine Technology, Scania,
Schiebel, Westport Shipyard and Viking
Air. Returning exhibitors included industry
heavyweights such as Austal, DCNS,

Lockheed Martin, MBDA, ST Engineering
and ThyssenKrupp Marine.
Country/group pavilions at IMDEX Asia
2013 included Australia, France, Germany,
Denmark, Italy, Singapore and the UK,
as well as, for the first time ever, Israel.
The Danish Pavilion, led by Naval Team
Denmark, made its return to IMDEX Asia
2013 with an even larger presence following
its debut appearance in 2009.
Mr Jimmy Lau, Managing Director
of Experia Events, said: “It is extremely
encouraging to see that, despite uncertainty
in the global economy, a record number
of almost 200 companies signed up to
participate in IMDEX Asia 2013. The strong
support from all our exhibitors affirms
IMDEX Asia’s status as a must-attend event in
the international naval and maritime defence
calendar. This year’s show was our biggest
ever and we are glad that it was successful.”
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Integrated Maritime Radar, ESM and EO/IR

I

ndia and Singapore signed a fresh
agreement to extend the use of
training and exercise facilities in
India by the Singapore Army for a further
period of five years from August this year.
The agreement was signed by the Indian
Defence Secretary Mr Radha Krishna
Mathur and the Singaporean Permanent
Secretary of Defence Mr Chiang Chie Foo

in the presence of the Defence Ministers
of the two countries, Mr A K Antony and
Dr Ng Eng Hen.
A bilateral agreement for utilisation
of facilities in India by the Singapore Air
Force and Army was signed in October
2007 and August 2008, respectively. The
agreement for training and exercises
of Singapore Air Force in India was

Northrop Grumman picked to complete
JCREW I1B1 development

N

orthrop Grumman Corporation
has been awarded a $14.1
million option to complete
development of the Joint Counter RadioControlled Improvised Explosive Device
(RCIED) Electronic Warfare (JCREW)
Increment 1, Block 1 (I1B1) System of
Systems. JCREW is a next-generation
system to protect warfighters, vehicles,
watercraft, and permanent structures
from RCIEDs.

The award from the U.S. Naval Sea
Systems Command (NAVSEA) funds
Northrop Grumman to finalize the
system through the development and
demonstration phase in preparation for
Milestone C.
“Northrop Grumman is pleased the
government selected our JCREW I1B1
next-generation CREW system,” said
Mike Twyman, sector vice president
and general manager of the Defense

extended up to October 2017 during the
visit of Singapore’s Permanent Secretary
of Defence to India in July last year.
Singapore is the only country to which
India is offering such facilities.
The two sides held wide ranging talks on
defence cooperation and also exchanged
views on global and regional security
issues including Asia-Pacific Security.

Systems division for Northrop Grumman
Information Systems. “Our investment in
innovation for affordability has produced
a platform that defeats current and
future threats for all services. Our open
software-defined architecture supports
immediate needs and ensures rapid and
low-cost system evolution.”
NAVSEA previously awarded Northrop
Grumman a JCREW 3.3 development
contract with options in October 2009.
JCREW 3.3 is now referred to as JCREW
I1B1.
The majority of the development work
will be performed in San Diego.

Extend your horizon
Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV) L’Adroit is designed and built by
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and operated by the French Navy
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Aerospace Engineers going
from strength to strength

Mr. R. Sundaram
CEO, Aerospace Engineers

A

erospace Engineers is a developer
of critical, high precision aircraft
components and global supplier
in aerospace and defense. Accredited
with the prestigious AS 9100C, its
intricate and ultra precise technical
testing devices corroborated with
systematic documentation have earned
it the approval of Defence Research &
Development Organisation (DRDO).
With steady growth, proliferation and
diversification, Aerospace Engineers
command a tenacious presence in
the manufacturing of precision parts.
Now it is powered by SAP by design

Antony dedicates to
nation new air force
station at Thanjavur

T

he Defence Minister A K Antony
has dedicated to the nation
the New Air Force Station at
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implementation. Aerospace Engineers
has manufactured about 15,000 parts that
comply with global aviation requirements
with rigorous quality standards which are
ratified by the regulating authorities.
Aerospace Engineers, the Precision
Parts Division – Group (PPD) is a vibrant
manufacturing group. The PPD Group
is well equipped with R&D, design,
engineers,
manufactures,
repairs,
distributes and overhauls Metallic parts
& LRU parts that extend over the entire
helicopter & aircraft, from the engines
all the way to hydraulic, pneumatic,
structures and even interiors. The Non
Metallic Manufacturing Group produces
all Synthetic Rubber & Engineering Plastic
components serving niche segments of
the aerospace and defence industries. By
combining state-of-the-art technologies,
a team of highly skilled members in both
segments with an irrefutable committal
to quality, have perpetually delivered
exemplary solutions to customers over
the years, thereby alleviating their
position as leaders within their industries.
The company has been augmenting
its ambit for vibrant businesses by
establishing ties with internationally
reputed companies and OEMs like HAL,
Boeing, Airbus, Sikorsky, Meggitt, UTC
Aerospace Systems and BrahMos, TATA
Advanced Systems, Honeywell, Snecma,
Heico, Tyco Electronics, Eaton and Moog
Aerospace. This empowers Aerospace
Engineers to propound advanced
technological solutions competitively and
competently.
It offers Design, Development,
Precision, Manufacturing, Assembly,
Certification, Supply and Integration of
Systems and Implementation of projects.

To conquer opportunities and to emerge
as global brand, Aerospace Engineers
has entrenched one of its wings in
Dallas, the USA. The participation of
Aerospace Engineers in the NADCAP
training program proves its commitment
to amelioration and transcendence in
special process. Its quest for perfection is
evidenced by the establishment of NABL
accredited Laboratory in the new plant
launched recently.
Aerospace Engineers recent coup
is the development of Main Gear Box
Lubrication Oil Pump for Helicopter
Dual pump for GTRE Unmanned
aircraft, Fuel Pump with Brushless
motor for Light Combat Aircraft, Pump
for Lycoming Engine etc., which has
secured ratification from Air Worthiness
Authorities and an Award for Excellence
in Aerospace Indigenisation from SIATI.
It has also developed Aerospace metallic
& non-metallic hoses for Hydraulic
& Pneumatic applications, Fittings,
Connecters, Tail Rotor bearings and
Aeronautical precision parts. The
endeavour of Aerospace Engineers
is the manufacturing of Elastomeric
Bearing, Fuel Pump, Fuel Dump Valve,
SOC and TV plunger, Fuel Shut off Valve,
etc.
The company has started a new
organisation
“SABB
AEROSPACE
COMPONENTS PRIVATE LIMITED” for the
manufacturing of composite parts for
missiles. This project is a dream project
of Mr. Sundaram, CEO of Aerospace
Engineers, to play more active in the
aerospace industry. It has capabilities in
the areas of CNC machined parts, press
parts and welded parts with well trained
man power.

Thanjavur at a brief function held to
mark the occasion.
Speaking to reporters Antony said
the operationalisation of the Air Force
Station, Thanjavur would strengthen
the air defence capabilities of the Indian
Air Force in general and the Southern
Command, in particular. He said various
sensitive, strategic, industrial, aerospace

and economic assets are coming up
in the Southern Peninsula and the
Station will play a vital role in providing
protection to those assets.
The event was attended among others
by the COSC and the Chief of Air Staff
Air Chief Marshal N A K Browne and the
AOC-in-C Southern Air Command Air
Marshal R K Jolly.
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Innovation & Transformation: The New
Imperative for the A&D Industry
By Frederic Morizot
Head of aerospace, Europe
&
Raghavendra K. A.,
Head of Aerospace Engineering – Infosys.
New market dynamics are dramatically
changing the landscape of the aerospace
industry. The sector is not what it used
to be a decade ago and continues to see
phenomenal transformations in keeping
with customer demand for service quality as
well as new and efficient solutions. This has
also led to the need for skilled engineering
resources to fully utilize traditional resources
and improve profitabilitywhile leveraging
global capacity, particularly in developing
markets across the globe.
Furthermore,
the
unprecedented
demand for a superior flying experience
is presenting a fresh set of challenges for
aircraft manufacturers, airliners and their
value chain. This has resulted in an increase
in complexitiesas well as the need for
efficient and eco-friendly products and
services.
While the demand environment is
becoming more dynamic with shifts
towards emerging markets, new supplyside ecosystem relationships within the
aerospace manufacturing chain are also
being formed. To keep up with these

changes, OEMs are now looking to
embrace new technologies so as to create
new revenue streams and monetize their
information assets.
Aerospace offerings from Infosys are
targeted towards helping manufacturers
and suppliers tackle these challenges and
enhance their competitiveness in changing
market conditions.Infosys customers will be
able to benefit from its strong capabilities
that help:

• Maximize economic effectiveness with
safer and greener aircrafts adopting new
technologies and composite materials
• Maximize effectiveness of IT operations
and ROI by improving efficiency of
maintenance and repair overhaul (MRO)
operations through self-service customer
solutions
• Provide superior flying experience by
managing
consumer
expectations
in comfort, convenience, in-flight
entertainment without compromising on
performance characteristics.

Europe’s most efficient business platform
Drawing on our experience in providing
engineering services to Aerospace
companies, Infosys provides best-in-class
capabilities to assess and address businesscritical needs of Aerospace and Defense
(A&D) industry.
Innovations at the core: Infosys
helps customers develop high-quality,
performance-optimized
aircraft
components at low cycle times. This includes
providing network-centric computing
to build connected airplanes, green
aircrafts, optimizing structural designs to
maximize use of composite materials, cabin
systems, cockpits and personal on-board
entertainment. Also, there are innovations
taking place in Technology development
(e.g. nanotechnology, structural alloys,
composites, smart materials and structures)
that are of critical importance to the future
of aero structures.
Consulting-led
business
transformation:Infosyspartners
with
its clients in large transformational
programs associated with e-procurement,
digitization of processes, product
engineering, e-commerce, analytics,
business intelligence and supply chain
initiatives. For instance knowledge based
engineering(KBE) offeringscenter around
capturing and reusing engineering

All-in-one aerospace trade show
125,000 trade visitors

The focal
point of aerospace
May 20–25, 2014
Berlin ExpoCenter Airport
www.ila-berlin.com

Hosted by
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knowledge (both product and process)
and this helps to develop similar products
faster, better and cheaper.
Technology-driven
business
optimization: Thisis a key success
factor in the A&D industry, where the
latest innovation has to find its way
into production, affecting all aspects
of the business and manufacturing
chain. Infosys, with its vast experience,
has helped numerous customers in
thisindustry to translate and implement
innovation into production,considering
all aspects of various business needs
andrealizing measurable business value.
Powerful innovation ecosystem: The
foundation ofthe aerospace practice
at Infosys is built on partnerships with
world-class academies. The uniqueness
of talent management stems from a
360-degree participation of clients, third
party academicians and Infosys academy

in the course design and delivery. For
instancethe KBE practice at Infosys was
recognized by a major global aircraft
manufacturer for its efforts in designing
a collaborative environment where
the client can share and leverage their
commercial airplane engineering learning
efforts in workforce development
through collaborative knowledge. The
engineering university alliance portal
used for this purpose supports over 14 of
the client’s engineering units and more
than 50,000 of its engineers.
Aerospace and Defense is a key focus
area for Infosys with investments in
research and incubation of numerous
technology and engineering solutions
to help our customers maximize
profitability. For example, Infosys is
working on defining next-generation
partner
collaboration
to
serve
airlines
better-using
leading-edge

technologies in Cloudand Big Data. In
another collaborative initiative, Infosys
is workingwith IIT Kanpur andthe
University of Sheffield on deploying
condition-based structural and system
health monitoring to improve aviation
safety. This involves multi-disciplinary
expertise in mechanical engineering,
sensors, communication technologies,
analytics and software engineering.
In a nutshell, Infosys is well positioned
to provide a sound value proposition for
the A&D chain. Our proven dominance
in this space has helped existing
clientele benefit from our capabilities
to infuse new and disruptive thinking,
technologies and approaches into
our engineering and IT operations.
This also helps customers focus on
understanding
their
customers,
partners and the overall ecosystem
while we handle their IT requirements.

Schiebel raises the pitch for CAM COPTER – S 100

T

he Austrian Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles manufacturing company
Schiebel is looking at India as its
one of the major markets for its CAM
COPTER – S 100. The company has
submitted its proposal for the sale six
CAM COPTER – S 100 for Indian Army,
Navy and Cost guard.
According to Mr Andrew Byrne, Global
Sales and Business Development in
charge, Schiebel’s new CAM COPTER – S
100 fitted with new heavy fuel engine
having 240 KM speed, 200 KM range and
50 Kg payload will be the cheapest and
most efficient system in this category for
both the Naval and Civil use. Advanced
Camera and Radar are fitted in the COM
COPETR – S 100. The new maritime radar
was developed by Salex and Thales and
the engine is developed by Schiebel. The
composite body is strong. The company
is offering two months training for the
six member crew and onsite support
and spare parts for one year with CAM
COPTER – S 100. The advantage of the
upgraded COM COPETR – S 100 is that it
is more economical for the users and cost
effective. For monitoring the security
of pipelines and border patrolling, the
advanced technology of CAM COPTER – S
100 is ideal.
Schiebel is having two decades of
expertise in the manufacturing of COM
COPETRS. Now 140 units are flying
worldwide including in the USA, France,
Korea, Italy and Malysia is going to buy it
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soon. Schiebel’s first CAM COPTER started
flying in 1995. The new CAM COPTER – S
100 can land and fly from a moving ship
also.

Schiebel is in discussion with DRDO
and the company has offered Transfer
of Technology to India, if the country
procures more CAM COPTERS.
33
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MiG Corp to take up joint modernisation
of IAF MiG-29 fleet in India soon
There are a number of the MiG-29 up-gradation
programmes being implemented by MiG Corp. in
some countries but one of the top priorities is the
programme of modernisation of the whole MiG-29
stable of the Indian Air Force. MiG Corporation
will in the near future start the joint modernisation
of the IAF MiG-29 fleet in India, where it has
set up an adequate production base, says Sergei
Korotkov, CEO, MiG Corp., in this exclusive
interview to Aeromag Asia.

Sergei Korotkov
CEO, MiG Corp
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Could you us an update on the
manufacturing capacity of MiG
Corporation?
We are steadily increasing our
manufacturing programmes, especially
the production of state-of-the-art fighters.
In 2012, in comparison with the previous
year, we have managed to double
manufacturing of our modern fighters. In
order to meet the growing requirements
of our customers, we do plan to augment
our production volumes by up to 36 a/c
per year. For the last few years, we have
also restarted supplies of new MiGs to the
Russian MoD in bulk. It should be noted
that a big part of our activities during
2012 was implemented within our current

collaboration with the Indian MoD.
Could you talk about key deliveries?
In February 2012, the Russian MoD
signed up with MiG Corp. a contract on
acquisition of 24 MiG-29K/KUB multi-role
fighters during 2013-2015, which will be
operational with the aviation formation,
based on “Admiral Kuznetsov” a/c carrier.
In December 2012, the MiG Corporation
started deliveries of a second batch out
of 29 a/c to be supplied according to the
contract of 2010.
It may be recalled that the previous
deliveries of 16 MiG-29K/KUB had been
implemented during 2009 – 2011 as per
the contract of 2004.

A real breakthrough in the MiG-29K/
KUB Programme were flying tests of our
ship-born fighters on the “Vikramaditya”
aircraft carrier, which will shortly enter the
service of the Indian Navy.
During July – September 2012 our pilots
undertook a series of dozens of sorties.
A number of takeoffs and landings were
made with the combat load up to 4.5
tons, including different types of modern
armaments. We had also tested the
fighter’s capabilities to operate from the
deck with the full loading and external
tanks.
There were press reports that you
personally participated in the flying
tests. Is it correct?
Yes, it is. I was a member of the MiG29KUB’s crew, headed by Mr. Mikhail
Belyaev, the MiG Corp.’s chief-pilot. This
sortie was made under the approved
tests’ programme. As a result some
technical characteristics were confirmed.
What is the present stage of the
Program of up-gradation of MiG-29
a/c?
During 2009 – 2010 MiG Corp. had
shipped to the Russian AF a big batch of
MiG-29SMT multi-role fighters. We are
currently implementing some activities
on increasing their combat performances
and their fitting out with new arms
systems.
There are a number of the MiG-29’s
up-gradation programmes, which are
being implemented by MiG Corp. in
some countries. One of the first priority
is the Programme of modernisation of
the whole MiG-29 stable of the Indian AF.
The first six fighters had been up-graded

and tested in Russia. In December 2012,
MiG Corp. delivered to IAF the first three
upgraded MiG-29 fighters – two singleseat MiG-29UPGs and a MiG-29UB UPG
two-seater. In the near future we will start
the joint modernisation of the IAF MiG29’s fleet in India, where we have set up
an adequate production base.
After a number of complex tests at the
Russian test grounds, we have become
confident that MiG-29UPG is at present the
most advanced variant of modernisation of
the ‘classical’ MiG-29 fighter. In this regard,
we cannot exclude a situation when the
market may demand newly produced
fighters in the MiG-29UPG version. Such
fighter has one of the best ’cost-efficiency’
ratio on the market.
How do other planes differ from the
MiG-29 family?
During 2012 we showcased MiG-29M2
in its series production version at the
international air exhibition in Russia,
Kazakhstan, Serbia and Slovakia.
From the technological point of
view, the single-seated MiG-29M and
double-seated MiG-29M2 represent a
development of MiG-29K and MiG-29KUB

a/c. MiG Corp. has been manufacturing
these a/c as per its export contracts.
One of the main advantages of
MiG029M/M2 for the countries, already
armed with MiG-29 a/c, is an opportunity
to use during its operation the existing
infrastructure, expertise and technical
competences.
Keeping in mind these factors, a number
of countries have demonstrated a vivid
interest to this plane.
You mentioned that MiG-29M/
M2 aircraft are in fact a further
development of ship-born fighters. In
what way do they differ?
A few differences are related to an
adaptation to air-base stationing. But
there are some principal innovations. For
example, modern defence systems, which
do provide detection of attacking missiles
and laser irradiation of AAD systems.
We do visualise some further
developments in increasing of combat
characteristics of the united family of
MiG-29K/KUB, MiG-29M/M2 and MiG-35
a/c, which in medium-term perspective
will form the basis of manufacturing
programme of MiG Corporation.
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Final operational clearance for LCA Tejas next year: Antony

T

he Defence Minister A K Antony
has expressed optimism that the
country’s indigenously developed
fighter aircraft- LCA TEJAS- will get Final
Operational Clearance of the Indian Air
Force by the end of next year.
Speaking at the Annual Awards
Functions of DRDO, he said all
stakeholders including the DRDO, IAF and
HAL must put their energy together in a
focused manner to achieve this objective.
Antony said countries that depend
on imported arsenals cannot become
great nation. Antony said we continue
to be the largest importer of Defence
equipment. The share of indigenous
content in Defence procurement is low.
“Our experience has been that foreign
vendors are reluctant to part with critical
technologies. There are delays in the
supply of essential spares. There are
exorbitant price increases. The Services
too realise that we cannot be eternally
dependent on foreign equipment and
platforms”, he said.
Referring to the expansions of domestic
defence industry, Antony said this has to
be achieved through public and private
sector initiatives. He said there is ample
scope for joint ventures also. “All the
stakeholders in the defence sector- DRDO,
Armed Forces and the industry must
work in tandem and develop trust and
confidence in each other’s capabilities.”
Cautioning against time and cost over
runs in projects, Antony said Indian
Companies must compete with global
players in developing state- of- the art
technologies of acceptable commercial
parameters and must meet customer
satisfaction.
The Minister complimented DRDO for
their magnificent achievements in 2012.
He referred to the first flight of Agni-V,
two successful tests of our Ballistic

A

Missile Defence programme in February
and November 2012, first flight of LCA
Navy, establishment of a cyber-forensics
laboratory, initiation of production
of NBC systems, ToT for composite
armour for helicopters and investment
casting of aero engine components and
said these are just some of the many
accomplishments.
He, however, asked the scientists not
to be complacent. “The DRDO must
keep its focus trained on the areas of
core competence and not fritter away its
energy and resources. In today’s world of
cut-throat competition, the choice is very
clear-‘perform, or perish’. From designing
stage to the stage of final production,
timelines must be strictly adhered to and
satisfaction of the end user is the litmus
test of achievement”, he said.
He said, the security environment in our
neighbourhood; civil strife and turmoil

Royal Navy Lynx Mk8 simulator ready-for - training
with CAE Medallion-6000 visual system

C

AE has announced that the
International
Training
and
Education Conference (ITEC),
Europe’s leading showcase for military
simulation and training, the Royal
Navy’s Lynx Mk8 full-mission simulator
located at Royal Navy Air Station (RNAS)
Yeovilton is now in-service and readyfor-training following a major visual
system upgrade.
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Airbus Military and PTDI promote
transport aircraft in ASEAN region

The visual system upgrade, which
included the addition of the latest
generation CAE Medallion-6000 image
generator and new visual display system,
was completed on-schedule for the
Royal Navy.
“The recent upgrade to the CAE
Medallion-6000 visual system has
allowed us to transfer a considerable
degree of training from the live aircraft

in the Middle East; terrorism and threats
to cyber security; piracy; illegal seabed
mining in Indian Ocean and space-based
threats present complex challenges to
our defence capabilities. These require
both conventional, as well as latest
technological responses.
Expressing happiness the Minister said, it
is heartening to note that a large number
of major systems are under production
and the cumulative production value
of all the DRDO developed systems has
crossed Rs. 1,55,000 crore. ‘I am sure in
the coming years, this figure will go even
higher. DRDO must make relentless efforts
to accelerate the pace of self- reliance’, he
further said.
Antony gave away DRDO Awards to
several scientists, technologists and
DRDO laboratories in fourteen categories
for their outstanding contributions in
different areas.

into the simulator, thereby saving
on real flying costs,” said Lieutenant
Commander Nigel Cunningham, the
Royal Navy Officer in Charge of the
Lynx Simulator Facility, RNAS Yeovilton.
“The upgrade was achieved on time
and on budget, and has brought
with it the benefit of allowing Royal
Navy aircrews the ability to develop
their low-level navigation skills
during daytime operations, but more
importantly, at night when utilising
night vision goggles.”

CN295 military transport aircraft
of the Indonesian Ministry of
Defense made a tour recently
around six ASEAN countries to promote
the capabilities and efficiency of the
transport aircraft that PT Dirgantara
Indonesia (PTDI) and Airbus Military are
producing jointly.
The aircraft made visits to the
Philippines, Brunei Darussalam, Vietnam,
Thailand, Myanmar and Malaysia.
The C295, denominated CN295 in
the Indonesian Ministry of Defense, is
a medium-sized multirole airlifter for
both civic and military use. The tour,
organised by the Indonesian Ministry of
Defense, PTDI and Airbus Military, and
led by Vice Minister Sjafrie Sjamsuddien,
showcased the benefits of the aircraft
which is optimally suited for the wide
range of humanitarian and defence
tasks that ASEAN Governments need to
cover. These missions include military
transport, emergency response and
medical evacuation, search and rescue,
maritime patrol, or even more complex
missions such as anti-submarine warfare
or electronic surveillance missions.
The visits also allowed explanations
on the specific capabilities of the CN235
and the NC212i, an upgraded version of
the C212 launched in November 2012
between PTDI and Airbus Military with
new avionics and autopilot systems

as well as an increased passenger
seating, increasing its cost efficiency
significantly.
The Indonesia Air Force currently has
two CN295s in operation out of the nine
units ordered from PTDI. By 2015, all of the
nine units will be in service in Indonesia,
with deliveries to the Indonesian Ministry
of Defense taking place from the delivery
centre and a final assembly line that
Airbus Military and PTDI are setting up
in Bandung, Indonesia, as a direct result
of PTDI’s and Airbus Military’s Strategic
Partnership signed in 2011.
In total, over 120 C295s have been
ordered world-wide from Airbus Military

and currently almost 100 are in operation
with countries such as Algeria, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt,
Finland, Ghana, Jordan, Kazakhstan,
Mexico, Poland, Portugal and Spain.
Meanwhile, the CN235 and NC212, with
sales of over 270 and 470 respectively,
are operating successfully in over 30
countries in the world. The operators of
CN295, CN235 and NC212 are extremely
satisfied with the reliability, capability,
and robustness of the aircraft, which are
extremely easy to operate even in hostile
and difficult environments. As a result, the
aircraft currently have the clear leadership
in this segment.

GKN Aerospace opens new US business
jet engine integration facility

G

KN Aerospace is to open a
new 24,000 square foot facility
where it will consolidate the
company’s integration activity for
Honeywell’s HTF7000 series of business
jet engines.
The new facility will sit alongside the
Honeywell operation in Phoenix, AZ and
will pod Honeywell’s engines into GKN
Aerospace designed and manufactured
nacelles for HTF7000 powered aircraft including Bombardier, Gulfstream and

Embraer business jets. GKN Aerospace
will then deliver the complete propulsion
system, on Honeywell’s behalf, directly to
the appropriate airframe end customer
assembly line.
Phil Swash, CEO, GKN Aerospace Europe and Special Products explains:
“We have worked closely with
Honeywell since the commencement
of their highly successful HTF7000
engine programme in the late 1990s with our engineering team designing

the nacelle to be uniquely adaptable
and multi-application. These engines
have now been selected to power
several different aircraft and so the
time is right to establish a more
geographically
and
logistically
efficient location for the integration
process. Our new operation will allow
us to cut transport costs, reduce cycle
times and extend the flexibility of the
service we offer Honeywell and their
aircraft prime customers.”
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Paris Air Show
all set to take off

T

he Paris Air Show, the world’s
largest Aerospace event, is all set
to take off. The 50th edition of
the Show will be held at Paris-Le Bourget
Exhibition Centre from June 17 and 23.
India will be represented by Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited. There will be an
Indian delegation with 30 delegates
organised by the Society of Indian
Aerospace Technologies and Industries
(SIATI).
The show, which was created in 1909,
continues to be recognised as the world’s
leading aviation and space industry event.
The last show in 2011 saw the involvement
of over 2,100 exhibiting companies,
almost 300 high-level official delegations
and some 151,000 professional visitors
from around the globe.
The show, which drives development
in the aerospace sector within France
and acts as a catalyst for numerous
international partnerships, is the key
networking and business event for
industry decision makers, the ideal place
to exhibit, sell and buy the sector’s latest
innovations. Thanks to the enthusiasm
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of global aerospace industry and the
general public, the show offers unrivalled
business, brand recognition and visibility
opportunities. The Show is organised by
SIAE, a 100%-owned subsidiary of GIFAS –
The French Aerospace Industry.
The Show promises to be full of new
innovations.
Despite the current uncertain global
economic climate, companies from
around the world have put their hands
up to register massively for the Air
Show. Most of the large companies will
be present, taking their place among
the show’s 2,215 exhibitors. The show’s
organisation has followed an approach
focusing on quality and innovation. This
approach has been in place for several
years in order to ensure that exhibitors,
visitors and the press experience an
effective and enjoyable show.
Some €50m have been invested in
infrastructure at the Le Bourget Exhibition
Centre and €4m in renovating the 350
business chalets. A certain number of
improvements have also been made,
including a mobile application with some

world-first features (indoor & outdoor
geolocation, flight schedules in real time,
etc.).
SIAE is also committed to being a
“responsible organiser” and will be
sorting and recycling the several
thousand tonnes of waste produced by
the building of the show, applying an
ethical approach to subcontractors by
offering reasonable build-up timeframes
in particular, providing a free transport
system and suitable catering on site,
and implementing regulations to ensure
compliance with health and safety
standards at work.
The Paris Air Show brings together
some 2,215 exhibitors, 351,000 trade and
general public visitors, 290 international
delegations and 3,200 journalists. It
remains the largest aerospace industry
event in the world and is the preferred
show for exhibitors thanks to the quality
of its participants as well as the organiser’s
desire to meet the industry’s needs.
A pair of super-efficient 787 Dreamliners
will be the featured Boeing products on
display at the Show.

One 787 will perform daily flying displays from Monday through
Friday, while the other – a Qatar Airways 787 – will be on static
display. The Boeing ScanEagle unmanned aircraft system will
appear as part of the U.S. Corral display throughout the show.
Airbus is showcasing its latest commercial and military product
range at the Show The latest innovations from the EADS Group will
be on display and experts will be available to answer questions.
An A400M (soon to be delivered to the French Air Force) and
British Airways’ soon to be delivered first A380 will take the centre
stage during the first few days of the show, followed by Airbus’
own flight test aircraft later in the week. Both aircraft types can be
viewed on static and flying displays throughout the week. Watch
out for the launch of the new A380 advertising campaign “Own
the sky”.
Various commercial aircraft will be delivered to customers during
the show, including Sharklet equipped A320s, an A330, and the
100th Airbus Military C295. An Airbus ACJ318 which has the widest
and tallest cabin of any business jet will also be on static display.
A full life size A350 XWB cockpit and cabin section can be walked
through at the EADS pavilion (Row A). Here visitors can experience
the latest EADS group innovations that are shaping the future of
aviation. This includes an e-Concept Plane, the latest ideas for
silent aircraft taxiing, reduced emission flights and sustainable
new energies. The latest developments in new energies can be
viewed at the dedicated “Alternative Fuels” pavilion. Models of
current EADS group wide products are on display at the EADS
stand.
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Indian Delegation to
Paris Air Show 2013
The Society of Indian Aerospace
Technologies & Industries (SIATI)

AEROMAG ASIA

25292440
E-mail: siatiban@gmail.com, office@siati.org

Aeromag Asia ,
Aeronautical Society of India Building
Suranjandas Road, Off Old Madras
Road, Bangalore 560075. Karnataka, INDIA Email : sunny@
aeromag.in
Cell - + 91 94490 61925, Tel - + 91 80 65952377,25284145
www.aeromag.in

The Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies & Industries
(SIATI), founded in 1991 on the initiative of Padma Shree Dr.
C.G.Krishnadas Nair, former Chairman of Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited, Bangalore, is the offshoot of a long felt need of the
Indian Aerospace Community in General. SIATI, an important
‘Gateway’ to Indian Aerospace industry and Global co-operation
for tie-up in R&D, Technology, Joint Ventures, Collaborations,
Co-productions and information-exchange

Aeromag Asia is a prominent Aerospace and Defence
magazine published by Aerosun Media in association with the
Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies and Industries (SIATI).
Aeromag is publishing special issues for all major international
Air shows and exhibitions and also a media partner for these
events. Sailors and Warriors magazine for Land and Naval
Forces and Machinemag are the other two publications from
Aeromag.

Aeronautical Society Building
Suranjandas Road, (off Old Madras Road)
Bangalore – 560075, Karnataka , India.
Ph: +91 80 25219951 / 25275262 Telfax:+91 80

Dr.C.G.KRISHNADAS NAIR
Hony. President

Air Cmde(Retd) JOSEPH VARKEY
Hony. Secretary General

Aerospace Engineers
M/s.Aerospace Engineers
NH-7 – By Pass Road, Seelanaickenpatty (PO)
Salem – 636 201, Tamil Nadu, India.
Tel: +91-427-2281814 / 15/17
Fax: +91 427 2281813
Email: ceo@thesalemaeropark.com
Aerospace Engineers is a precision aerospace parts
manufacturing industry certified with AS 9100B. Its elaborate
and accurate testing devices authenticated with systematic
documentation have earned it the approval of DRDO.
Aerospace engineers have developed many items like Main
Gear Box lubrication pump, metallic & non metallic hoses etc.

SLN Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Electronics Systems Design and Manufacturing
Founded in 1995. SLN is specialized in Electronics Systems Design, Development, Testing & Certification and
Manufacturing for Aerospace Industry Sector. SLN has been honored with National R&D Awards from Ministry
of MSME. Govt. of INDIA, ELCINA - DUN & Bradstreet and ELCINA-EFY.
Products Domain
ŸAvionics LRUs
ŸAutomated Test Equipments (ATE)
ŸSoftware Integration Rigs (SIR)
ŸGround Support Equipments (’I’, ‘O’ Level Testers)
ŸControl Systems
ŸInstrumentation
ŸElectronic Modules (SRUs)

Expertise

Ÿ Interfaces: Analog, Discrete, RS 232/422/485,

Ethernet, USB, SPILL, MIL1553B, ARINC429,
ARINC717, Audio, Video.
Ÿ Bus Architectures: PCI, cPCI, VME, VME64X,
VPX, PXI, PMC, Custom Bus Architecture.
Ÿ Processors: PowerPC, DSP, ARM, FPGA .
Ÿ FPGA Design and Development.
Ÿ Software: VxWorks, Real Time Linux, LabVIEW.
Ÿ Hardware Process: DO 254, DO 160E.
Ÿ Software Process: DO178B, DOD2167A, IEEE
12207.
ŸEnvironmental & EMI/EMC: DO 160E, MIL-STD810F, MIL-STD-461E

Services
ŸEmbedded System Solutions
ŸBoard Design Solutions
ŸEmbedded Software Solutions
ŸIV&V
ŸRe-Engineering
ŸManufacturing

Certifications

ŸISO 9001:2008
ŸAS 9100C (In Progress)
ŸCEMILAC Approved Design house

SUNNY JEROME
Managing Editor,

Air Works India Engineering Pvt Ltd
Director Business Development: Ravi Menon
Email Id: ravi.s.menon@airworks.in
Cellphone: +919821013658, website: www.airworks.in

Cockpit Voice and Flight Data Recorder

Air Data Computer

Air Works is one of the leading independent providers of
Aviation Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) services
in India and Aircraft Paint and Refinishing in the UK. Founded
in 1951, by the Menon family, Air Works has successfully
transformed itself from a family run business focused on
providing maintenance services to business aircraft into a
professionally managed organization providing a full-suite of
services to customers across aircraft management, paint and
refinishing, avionics, MRO and parts distribution.

SIR for Display and Mission Computer
R.SUNDARAM
CEO
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Retrofit - Solid State
Memory Module for
Tape based FDR

RAVI MENON
Director

ATE for
Engine Control Unit
(KADECU)

Contact:
Horizon, 3rd Floor, No.1, Pai Layout, Old Madras Road, Bengaluru - 560016, India
Phone : +91 80 41718881 / 41718882 Fax : +91 80 41718883; Email : sales@slntech.com; Web: www.slntech.com
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Hampson Industries Private Ltd

GENSER AEROSPACE & IT Tech

Survey
N.40/41,
Village
Thonnachi
Kuppe
Kasaba Hobli, Nelamangala
Taluk,
Tumkur
Road,
Bangalore 562123 Karnataka, India.
Tel: +91 (0) 80 2299 5000 – 5025, Fax: +91 (0) 80 2773 0313
Mobile: +91(0) 99001 84430
E-mail: indiaenquiery@ hampsongroup.com
Website: www.hampsongroup.com
50,000 Sq. Ft facility. Fully scalable capacity: 14 acre site
100% EOU (Export Oriented Unit)
Lean Philosophy with Cellular manufacturing
SAP Implemented since April 2007
Diversified product portfolio > 75 products
AS 9100, TS16949, ISO-9001, ISO-14001 and OHSAS 18001 Certified.
High Precision and critical tolerance components and sub-assemblies

GENSER AEROSPACE & IT Tech
4/3, Crescent Road, High Grounds
Bangalore- 560001 , Karnataka,
India. E-mail : genserin@genser.com

Highland Industrial Estate,
11th Km, Hosur Road, Eastern Side,
Bommanahalli, Madivala P.O. Bangalore 560 068,
Karnataka, India.
Tel: Tele # 25731050/51, Fax # 25733717
E-mail: amado@amadotools.com

Design Services: We have worked on futuristic design programs
for leading OEMs in the area of non-specific design, specification
coding and simulation, requirement specification and creation of
acceptance test documentation. With decades of aerospace design
and document engineering expertise, Genser is uniquely placed
to provide high-end, systems level aerospace design support
services. Manufacturing Services: We have done pioneering work
in establishing aerospace manufacturing outsourcing base - when
none existed - for global aerospace leaders from North America
and Europe, implementing their quality and lean campaigns in
their supply chain.

Amado Tools, an ISO 9001:2000 certified company, manufactures
precision components & assemblies. Specially designed fasteners to
meet all the needs, High tensile aircraft and aerospace fasteners The
different ranges include -hexagonal sockets head bolts, Jo Bolts, Key
inserts, plain nuts, nylock nuts, titanium fasteners, Precision aerospace
valves: servo valves, solenoid valves, lock valves, and other valves
as per specifications High Tensile precision aerospace fasteners:
hexagonal sockets head bolts, Jo bolts, key inserts, plain nuts, nylock
nuts, titanium fasteners, and other fasteners as per specifications

Mr ARUNAKAR MISHRA
Managing Director

HARISH PANT
Director

JS Precisions
# 64-6, 10th Main, Shakambarinagar
1st Phase, J.P.Nagar, Bangalore – 560 078, Karnataka, India.
Tele # 080-2663 7207, Fax # 080-2663 7921
E-mail: j_s_preci@satyam.net.in
JS PRECISIONS Bangalore an ISO 9001:2008 & AS 9100 Rev
“C” certified company established in 1996 under Women
Entrepreneurs scheme and registered ass Small Scale Industry,
managed by qualified & experinced professionals .The company
is engaged in manufacture/Export , Distribution of Standard
parts/raw material and supply of quality precisions fastener
and Sub-Assemblies (Sheet metal and machined part) for Aeroengine and military/civil Aircraft use and continuously supplying
to ministry of defence, Government of India.

PRAHLAD ENGINEER DAMMUR
Director

Ms RASHMI RAU
Engr & Design Services &
Intl. Prod. coordinator

Maini Precision Products Pvt. Ltd

Maini Precision Products Pvt. Ltd. (MPP) is the Flagship
Company created in 1973 for the manufacture of high precision
components for the Automotive and Engineering industry, with
major focus on export market. In 2005, we made our first foray
into aerospace sub-contract manufacture and started exporting
high precision machined components to Snecma. Progressively
we were able to build our customer base to include leading
companies like Safran group companies, Snecma-HAL JV,
Technofan, Sofrance, Famat; Eaton Aerospace; Augusta
Westland; Hamilton Sundstrand and Magellan.

GAUTAM MAINI
Managing
Director

NARESH PALTA
CEO

GOPU SUNDARARAJAN
Head–Business
Development

Captronic Systems Pvt Ltd

MAX AERO is an organisation engaged in the manufacture and maintenance of Aircraft and their
components for Civil and Defence sector. Approvals and Licenses: Center for Military Airworthiness
Certification (CEMILAC), Director General of Aeronautical Quality Assurance (DGAQA)

Bharat Electronics Limited
International
Marketing
Division, Bharat Electronics
Limited, Management Block,
Jalahalli, Bangalore – 560 013,
Karnataka, India. Ph: +91 80 2838 5629, Fax: +91 80 2838 0190
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) was established at Bangalore,
India, by the Indian Government under the Ministry of Defence
in 1954 to meet the specialized electronic needs of the Country’s
Defence services. Over the years, it has grown into a multiproduct, multi-technology, multi-unit company serving the needs
of Defence & Non Defence customers in diverse fields with all the
manufacturing Units being certified for ISO 9000/AS 9100 C and
ISO 14000 certification for Environment Management System.

Vipin Kataria
General Manager

M.M.Handa
General Manager

Chivaro Technologies Pvt. Ltd
Embassy Icon Annexe, No.2/2,
Infantry Road, Bangalore – 560 001 Karnataka, India.
E-mail: info@chivarotech.com

Plot No.3, ‘Victorian Meadows’
Airport, Varthur Road, Munnekolalu Village
Marthahalli PO, Bangalore – 560 037, Karnataka, India.
Tele # 080-40373900, Fax # 080-40373839
e-mail : vinod@captronicsystems.com
Captronic Systems is a leading system integrator that started
off in 1998 as an Equipment Testing Solutions Company.
Over the years Captronic has evolved to offer high end and
sophisticated solutions that include RF Solutions, Hardware-inthe-Loop Simulation Solutions and Embedded Systems.

VINOD MATHEWS
Managing Director

CHIVARO Technologies, CHIVARO Group company is a leading
Product Design and Development Organization, focusing on
high technology Product Development for the Aerospace, &
Defence Industry. CHIVARO team has been a part of both CIVIL
& DEFENSE programs in INDIA and also various global programs.
Senior Management team of CHIVARO is comprises of a group
of dedicated, experienced leaders and technocrats who draw
upon their years of Experience in Aerospace and Defence
industry.

DATTARAM MISHRA
Managing Director

Fairtech Engg. Services Pvt Ltd

Chairman & Managing Director
Cellphone: +919820038258 Email: bharat.malkani@maxaerospace.com
Website: www.maxaeospace.com
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DEEPAK SABASTIAN
Proprietor

B-165, 3rd Cross, Peenya Industrial Estate,
Bangalore - 560 058, Karnataka, India.
Tele # 28394116/4117, e-mail : gkm@mainimail.com

MAX Aerospace & Aviation Pvt Ltd
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BHARAT MALKANI
Chairman & Managing Director

# 10, 27th Main, 100 Ft. Ring Road,
BTM 1st Stage, Bangalore – 560 068 Karnataka, India.
E-mail: info-india@fairtech.com
FairTech is a leading global Aerospace Structure, Equipment Design & Development Support
Services Company, providing completed solutions to the world’s leading aerospace civil and
military aircraft manufacturers, through our expertise in Design, Stress Analysis, Fatigue and
Damage Analysis and Manufacturing Engineering.

SUBRAMANI SRINIVASAN
MD & CEO
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Sika Interplants Pvt Ltd
3, Gangadhara Chetty Road,
Bangalore - 560 042, Karnataka, India.
Tel: +91-80-25599144;
Fax: +91-80-25599501
E mail: sales.ae@
sikaglobal.com, www.sikaglobal.com
Sika Interplant Systems Ltd. (Sika) is a technology driven company
focused on the Aerospace & Defence sector. Listed on the Bombay
Stock Exchange, Sika has over four decades of experience in executing
advanced technology projects, including nearly 20 years of partnership
with the Indian A&D establishment. Sika Aerospace & Defence’s main
lines of business comprise engineering, manufacturing, projects, MRO,
and distribution. Sika provides advanced products and solutions to
a diversified customer base that includes India’s MoD, public sector
undertakings and multi-national corporations.

SLN Technologies Pvt Ltd
3rd Floor, “Horizon”, #1, Pai Layout,
Old Madras Road, Bangalore - 560 016,
Karnataka, India.
Telephone (s): +91 80 41718881 / 2, Fax: Fax: +91 80 41718883,
E-mail: drs@slntech.com, Web: www.slntech.com
SLN Technologies is an innovative Electronic Systems Design and
Manufacturing (ESDM) company. SLN is a recognised in-house
R&D unit by Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
(DSIR), Govt. of India. SLN is approved design house by CEMILAC.
SLN has been certified as ISO 9001:2008 company since 10 years.
SLN is a registered vendor for HAL, BEL, ECIL, NPCIL, DRDO and
DAE. SLN’s business focus is providing R&D services: Embedded
Systems Solutions, Board Design Solutions, Embedded Software
Development and Automated Test Equipment, Turnkey solutions,
Engineering services.

Micronel Global Engineers
Surya_Tecparc, #34,
Krishna Reddy Layout ,
Domlur, Bangalore - 560
071, Karnataka, India.
Ph: + 9180-41605685 /41669115, Fax: 91-80-41605782
sco @micronel.net, www.micronel.net , www.nfotecindia.comv
Our Business : To Design, Supply and Service technical equipment for
Strategic platforms.
Architecture and Design Integration of Advanced Industrial and MIL
Systems
Modeling and manufacturing of
Prototypes and Production units.
Domain consulting and product support.
Premium Advisory services for adapting
overseas products and technologies for
Mr.SANJEEV SIKKA
local applications and projects together
Managing Director
with feasibility studies.

Nfotec Digital Engineering Pvt Ltd

RAJEEV SIKKA
Managing Director

KUNAL SIKKA
Managing Director

D R Subramanyam
Director

Spares Support Solutions (India) Pvt. Ltd. System Controls Technology Solutions Pvt Ltd
Chief Executive Officer: Ms. Gulperi Kurdoglu
Cellphone: +918451842101; ++905324426269
Email: gulperi.kurdoglu@sssi.in; kurdoglu@airlogicltd.com
Website: www.sssi.in
Spares Support Solutions (India) Pvt. Ltd. is a joint venture
of EADS, Airlogic Ltd. and Airspace Infrastructures Pvt. Ltd.
The principal purpose of this venture is to provide a true incountry solution by investing in key no-go and other essential
components and making this material readily available to Airbus
operators for outright purchase, exchange or pool access. In
essence, SSSI’s goal is to assist Airbus operators in achieving
greater dispatch reliability for their fleets.

119, 3d Main, East of NGEF Layout,
Kasturi Nagar, Bangalore 560 043,
Karnataka, India.
Tel: +91 80 408 20 400
Mob: +91 98450 01171: E-mail: xavier@system-controls.com
Areas of Interest: Built To Print, Built to Specification, Offsets,
Part Manufacturing, Joint Venture
System Controls Technology Solutions Pvt Ltd., Bangalore is
a Defence and Aerospace specialist medium sized company,
partnered / serving with various Defence Labs, DPSUs, Space
Organizations and Reputed Industrial Houses from past 30
years in the areas of SYSTEM INTEGRATION and CONTRACT
MANUFACTURING.

Address: 34, Krishna Reddy Layout,
Domlur Bangalore 560071, Karnataka,
India.
Tel:
+91-80-41605685/41669115|
Fax:
+91-80-41605782
Cell:
+91-98804 32530 Email:
p1@nfotecindia.com
Website: www.nfotecglobal.com / www.nfotecinida.com

Mohammed Shariff
Sales Manager

NFOTEC Digital Engineering Pvt Ltd
(NDE) is a leading Bangalore
Based
Engineering
Design
Solutions company delivering CAE
simulations for Aerospace, Automotive,
Aeroengine,Turbo machinery and
Naval applications.

FRANCIS XAVIER
Chairman & Managing Director

PARTHIBAN
General Manager

Unique Instruments & Mfrs. Pvt Ltd
No.423, Peenya Indl. Area
IV Phase, 3rd Main, 11th Cross, Bangalore – 560 058. Karnataka, India, Tele # 28361766/28362765, Fax # 2836 0927
e-mail: info@unique-instruments.com, Web: www.unique-instruments.com
CNC machining, milling, CAD CAM for aerospace components for jet aircrafts and helicopters. Make components for Airbus door-beam
and cross members and IAI jobs through Bangalore. Third party inspection and reverse engineering. Calibration and inspection of precision
measuring instruments and gauges. Supply of precision measuring instruments.
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Secretary-General: Tel: +919920775478
Email: mroindiaconference@gmail.com
MRO Association of India, a Registered Professional Body
representing the Indian MRO industry players. Its aim is the create
a level playing field for this important segment of aviation industry
in India. It works with the Govt of India on various matters, such
as according the MRO Industry its independent Industry Status,
resolving various tax issues, custom related issues, etc. The annual
market size on Indian MRO work is worth US$ 500 million. This is
expected to touch US$ 1.2 billion in
2020. Currently, MRO work is going
overseas in the area of commercial
aviation; the Association’s aim is to
retain this with Indian players and only
the work that cannot be undertaken in
PULAK SEN
country should go overseas.
Secretary general

Rangson Electronics Pvt Ltd
No. 104/105, I Floor, Parvathi Plaza, Richmond Circle,
Bangalore 560025, Karnataka, India.
Tel: +91-80-4125 4701, 41523802 (Ext. 300) : Fax: +91-80-4125 4704
Mob: +91-9945539088 (Ind), Mob: +972-54-9329869 (Isr)
Skype: ajay.acharyakv
Email: ajayacharya@rangsons.com Web: www.rangsons.com
Rangsons Electronics is a leading Electronics Systems Design &
Manufacturing Services (ESDM) company based in Mysore, India.
Established in 1993, it is the first EDSM of Indian origin and focuses
on the High-Mix/High-Tech segments.Rangsons Electronics
services requirements from our customers in the Medical, Industrial,
Aerospace &Defense domains at our state-of-the-art facilities.

Rangson Schuster Technologies
JV with Rangson
Electronics

Yuval Schuster – MD

GULPERI KURDOGLU
CEO

MRO Association of India

RST is a leading manufacturer of Aviation Tubes & Hoses, located in
Mysore, In South India.
The factory is holding the appropriate certifications, including AS
9100-C
and certifications given by Key Customers in the global
market.
The factory focuses in supplying tubes & hoses to customers
outside India, and therefore it is OFFSET
Compliant.
RST Global Customerswill be credit
beneficiary of 150% of the invoice value.
RST Product categories:
• Aviation Flexible Hoses.
Yuval Schuster
• Aviation Rigid Tubes.
MD
• Tube and Manifolds for Jet Engines.
• Hoses for Radar Systems.

PAVAN RANGA
CEO

AJAY ACHARYA KV
Sr Mgr Program Development

Servo Controls Aerospace India Pvt Ltd
Survey No.683, Industrial Estate, Udyambag,
Belgaum-590008.Karnataka INDIA. Ph:+91 831 4219555/
2407501/2/3, Fax +91 831 2484496, Dinesh Dhadoti Director phone
+91 9845109022, dinesh@servocontrolsindia.com, Deepak Dhadoti
MD phone +91 9448395734
Servocontrols Aerospace India Pvt
Ltd, is one of the few Indian companies
which has the capability with respect to
Men, Machine and Finance to offer to
Aerospace Industries.Design Engineering
and Made to print: The Softwares
DINESH DHADOTI
used are UGCADCAM, CATIA, PRO-E,
Director
SOLIDWORKS and AUTOCAD
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PARIS AIRSHOW 2013

Strong U.S. presence

T

he U.S. International Pavilion is organised by
Kallman Worldwide at Paris Air Show 2013. With 250
organisations from 34 U.S. states plus the District of
Columbia, it will be the second biggest country Pavilion in the
50th Paris Air Show.
Displaying the latest advances in technology and Americanquality goods and services, the pavilion area occupies 4,100
square metres (44,132 square feet) in Hall 3. It is 14% larger than the show’s last edition in 2011. Only the French Pavilion is larger
than the US Pavilion in the Paris Air Show.
Visitors will find fresh, exciting ideas brought to the world aerospace stage by mostly small/medium enterprises (SMEs). Many of
these SMEs come as part of larger state pavilions, including Alabama, Arizona, Best of New England (Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont), Oregon, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kansas, Mississippi, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Virginia and Washington.
U.S. Pavilion exhibitors and their guests can meet and relax at the Meeting Point, D138 in Hall 3.
For the first time, during the public weekend (June 22 and 23) Kallman Worldwide will transform a large part of the pavilion
into “Aérogare (Terminal) USA,” a hands-on multi-media experience introducing visitors to the best the USA has to offer in the
areas of aviation, education, and tourism. The 2013 edition marks the tenth time that Kallman Worldwide is organising the U.S.
International Pavilion at the Paris Air Show.

AAR CORP (Wood Dale, IL) #3-B117
Aviation services and technology products to the aerospace
and defense industries. Combines diverse supply chain, MRO
and technical capabilities to provide the world’s airlines with
integrated, customized solutions. Its expeditionary airlift services
transport people, cargo and supplies around the world for
defense and humanitarian operations. Designs and manufactures
specialized mobility, cargo, transport and communication
systems, as well as advanced aerostructures using both precision
machining and composites fabrication.
www.aarcorp.com
ACT ROBOTS (East Hartford, CT) #3-B118
Second time exhibitors, used federal STEP grant to offset costs
to enable them to exhibit at the show . Bringing (for the first
time), a robot programmed to demonstrate several aerospace
applications. The Robotic Cell will contain processes for deburring
blades or discs, polishing IBR’s / Blisk’s to MRO weld blending.
ACUTEC PRECISION MANUFACTURING (Saegertown, PA)
#3-B161
Expanding again-- adding an additional 80,000 square feet of
space and a US$6 million five-axis flexible manufacturing system
with a 70-pallet pool. Experts available on stand to speak about
manufacturing aerospace components.
www.actutecprecision.com
AEROPARTS-PLUS (South Burlington, VT) #3-AB94
New service at show: Airbus interior parts and standard
European aircraft hardware. Stocked in Vermont: distributor of
Interior parts, standard and specialty hinges, cleaning solutions
and helical wire inserts (including AGS for Rolls Royce Engines)
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providing quick, quality service to clients. Imports parts directly
from manufacturers for better pricing for operators, MROs,
manufacturers and distributors.
www.aeroparts-plus.com
AERO VIRONMENT (Simi Valley, CA) #3-A127
Expanding family of advanced Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(UAS). The company’s small UAS are used extensively by agencies
of the U.S. Department of Defense and by allied military services
to provide situational awareness to tactical operating units
through real-time, airborne reconnaissance, surveillance, and
target acquisition.
www.avinc.com
AIMTEK (Springfield, MA) #3-E140
First time exhibitor. Award-winning, value-added global supplier
of Aerospace grade welding and brazing alloys. Manufactures
wire, powder, paste, foil, tape, and preforms for welding and
brazing. Its technology-driven VMI programs have saved
customers significant inventory and administrative costs. Aimtek
is one of a select number of United Technologies suppliers that
have achieved “Supplier Gold” status for excellence in delivery
and quality.
www.aimtek.com
AIR INDUSTRIES GROUP, INC. (Long Island, NY)
Manufactures complex structural parts, assemblies and flight
safety components for the aerospace industry, including landing
gear, arresting gear, engine mounts, flight controls, tanks, and
ducts. The company also provides metallic and composite
aerostructure fabrications and tube bending.
www.airindmc.com
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ALBANY ENGINEERED COMPOSITES (AEC) (Rochester, NH)
#3-C110
will display its 3D woven advanced composite technology
solutions for next-generation aircraft engine and airframe
applications, such as components for the CFM LEAP engine,
Snecma’s open rotor engine assembly concept, and a ceramic
matrix composite acoustic engine nozzle for Boeing’s CLEEN
program. AEC is the sole source supplier of fan blades, fan cases
and other components for LEAP.
www.albint.com
AEROSPACE MANUFACTURING AND DESIGN (AMD)
(Richfield, OH)
Provides up-to-date information on the latest manufacturing
processes and design innovations within the aerospace industry.
Explores the industry’s unique materials, design, manufacturing,
and testing standards required for the production of aircrafts
and aircraft components. Readers of AMD gain insight and learn
new ways to expand their business and remain competitive in the
industry.
www.onlineAMD.com
AUSCO (Long Island, NY) #3-C157
Recently added to its traditional
build-to-specification business
a standard product line and
packaging offering. Formerly
a designer/manufacturer of
customer valves for challenging
aerospace
application,
the
company has been growing 25%
to 30% year over year and has moved into a facility five times the size
of its former building. The minority-owned company aims to bring
manufacturing back to New York.
http://www.auscoinc.com/index.html
AVIONCA (Tallahassee, FL) #3-A132
Launching its satLINK MAX Iridium SATCOM system. With up
to four iridium voice/data channels, and an installed weight
under 6 Kg, satLINK MAX provides operators with global voice
communications and ACARS datalink, including air traffic services
voice and FANS capability. Boeing representatives can inform
customers about BFE availability. Will also introduce its miniQAR
3G wireless QAR Service so operators can experience near realtime flight data delivery without capital expense.
BEST OF NEW ENGLAND (Montpelier, VT) #3-AB94
Collaborative tri-state marketing effort for aviation and
aerospace to showcase aerospace and aviation products from
Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine. Twelve New England
businesses will exhibit in the stand, which is located in the
show’s U.S. Pavilion. Best of New England participation in the
Paris Air Show is made possible in part by the U.S. Small Business
Administration, through funding awarded through its State Trade
and Export Promotion (STEP) grant program.
BRPH INDUSTRIES (Tallahassee, FL) #3-AB132
From 10,000 square foot operation centers to 1.2 million square

foot assembly buildings, BRPH has designed facilities for major
aviation companies such as Embraer, Boeing, Lockheed Martin,
Northrop Grumman, Pratt & Whitney, General Dynamics, GE,
Gulfstream and others. Has master planned and designed US$2
billion+ in aviation facilities in the past 10 years. Industry experts
will be on hand to discuss new trends in the future of international
aviation industry design.
C.E. MACHINE CO.,INC. (Wichita, KS) #3-B79
HAYNES INTERNATIONAL (Kokoma, IN) #3-B110
Announces its HAYNES® 244™ alloy, offering an excellent
combination of high-temperature strength, low thermal
expansion behavior, thermal stability, and good oxidation
resistance at temperatures up to 1400°F (760°C). Both the yield
strength and the creep-rupture strength of HAYNES® 244™ alloy
is significantly greater, and the thermal expansion is lower than
HAYNES® 242® alloy. This higher strength and lower thermal
expansion provides better dimensional control, sealing, and
containment characteristics for aero engine designers.
www.haynesintl.com
HM DUNN AEROSPACE (Euless, TX) #3-B79
Recently acquired by Gridiron Capital, HM Dunn is a provider
of highly engineered, complex
and
monolithic
titanium
and aluminum components,
kits,
sub-assemblies
and
complex assemblies to the
global aerospace & defense
marketplace. With the increase
in capacity, HM Dunn will be
able to better service its customers’ delivery requirements.
www.hmdunn.com
HOPPE TECHNOLOGIES (Springfield, MA) #3-E140
Manufactures precision-machined components and complex
assemblies for the aerospace industry. With two manufacturing
locations in the USA and three in Canada, the group of companies
aims to provide its customers with a high value solution to their
manufacturing needs with a wide range of capabilities and
resources. Having over 475 machines and 560 associates, the
group claims incomparable performance metrics for on-time
delivery, quality and lead time as “world-class.”
www.hoppetech.com
STATE OF ILLINOIS DCEO #3- E128.
Nine co-exhibitors with innovative products on are stand who
are predominately first time exhibitors at the Paris Air Show. Some
have extended their exposure from the Farnborough Air Show to
be at Paris this year. One co-sharer, the Rockford Region, has an
identifiable aerospace cluster with Tiers 1, 2 and 3 companies
manufacturing and servicing in its region. The State of Illinois
is located in the Midwest of the United States with its major city
being Chicago, and home to the global headquarters of Boeing.
IMET ALLOYS (Raleigh, NC) #3-AB110
Started in 2011, IMET is utilizing a federal STEP grant to exhibit.
This independent materials management company is part of the
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North Carolina group. IMET sources, processes, manages and
recycles titanium and superalloy materials, generated throughout
aerospace manufacturing supply chains. Value is maximised and
maintained through direct streaming of revert to melters. With
facilities in Europe and America, IMET is looking to source and
manage revert on a global scale.
http://www.imetalloys.com
INDUSTRIAL
METALS
INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED
(Ronkonkoma, NY) #3-E162
Announces its largest 17-4PH tube program to date. In addition
to its 3AL-2.5V Tube program, the company aims to reduce
cost and lead times. Aimee Okamoto will be on the stand to
explain how companies can save money by taking advantage
of delivered prices for Bar, Sheet, and Tubes worldwide. Raw
material customers include Airbus, Boeing, Rolls Royce, UTAS, and
SNECMA.
www.industrialmetals.com
INGENIUM AEROSPACE (Rockford, IL) #3-E128
Develops lightweight, high-power dense systems that feature
enhanced survivability and availability. Ingenium aims to be
considered one of the nation’s go-to motion control support
providers by responding to
the rapidly changing needs of
the aerospace, defense, and
industrial marketplaces. As a
full-service provider, Ingenium
Aerospace manages the entire
lifecycle of product from initial
design to certified production
hardware and aftermarket support.
www.ingeniumaerospace.com.
JANEWAY MACHINE, INC. (Sapulpa, OK) #3-c158
First time attendees (first time exhibitors at any international
show); women-owned and operated manufacturing aerospace
company specializing in complex 5 axis details and bench top
assemblies. The company is using the federal STEP program to
partially offset exhibition expenses.
www.janewaymachine.com
JBT AEROTECH, JETWAY SYSTEMS (Tallahassee, FL) #3-A132
Designs and manufactures “cutting-edge” ground support
equipment and airport gate equipment, featuring Jetway®
passenger boarding bridges. JBT has expanded the JetPower®
400 Hz ground power and JetAire® preconditioned air product
families to supply mobile, hangar and military applications.
www.jbtc.com
JONAL LABORATORIES (Meriden, CT) #3-B118
Introducing JONSIL SE-3601, a high strength, extreme high
temperature resistant silicone material with a hardness strength
of 60 +/-5 Duro-A. The compound passed the flexibility test after
being tested for 2000 hours at 500°F (260°C). Aims to extend
the service life and temperature range of elastomeric products
including couplings, seals, clamps, anti-chafing cushions, boots
and grommets. Also aims to reduce cost and weight with the
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selective replacement of various components such as composites
and metals where feasible.
www.jonal.com
KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE & HOUSING
(Topeka, KS) #3-B79
Producing more than 70% of the world’s embedded aviation
fleet, Kansas is home to Wichita, the “Air Capital of the World.” At
the 2013 Paris Air Show, six aviation companies will partner with
officials from the state and the city of Wichita to host a Kansas
pavilion. Visitors to the pavilion can learn more about the state’s
aviation sector, highly skilled workforce and long history of
manufacturing some of the world’s best aircraft.
LAVERSAB, INC. (Sugarland, TX) #3-B98
Two new Automated Pitot Static Testers, designed for small
jets and helicopters. Model 6200 designed for non-RVSM aircraft
including helicopters. Model 6250 is fully RVSM compliant and
is the ideal tester for small RVSM Jets. Both perform accuracy
and leak checks. The high accuracy of the pitot output is suited
for checks at low airspeeds. Large sunlight readable LCD, touch
screen and redundant keyboard for ease of use. The ‘Profiles’
feature allows 20 different test profiles with 50 test points each
to be stored in the testers.
Available
internal
8-hour
battery for portability. Wide
operating range option for
usability in any environment.
MAKINO (Mason, OH) Chalet
#C2
Will detail its latest technologies and process solutions for
aerospace engine and structural component manufacturing.
Attendees are invited to meet with Makino’s senior executives,
key designers and applications engineers to discuss their
unique challenges and discover all-new solutions for improved
productivity, quality and profitability in titanium, aluminum, EDM
and grinding applications.
www.makino.com
MEREX INC. (Camarillo, CA) #3-AB92
Announced its acquisition of Livermore, CA-based Aircraft
Logistic-support Company (ALCO). ALCO is a MRO services
supplier for auxiliary power units, engine driven compressors, and
other critical components for military and commercial platform
sub-systems. “This partnership represents an opportunity to
connect aftermarket solutions to our international customers“
offered Chris Celtruda, Merex Group CEO. Merex is a provider of
comprehensive support for U.S. manufactured legacy defense
platforms.
www.merexinc.com
NOVA-SOL (Honolulu, HI) #3-E136
High performance hyperspectral imaging (HSI) and freespace optical communications sensors and systems. Provides
miniaturized turnkey HSI solutions for sale, lease, and fee-forservice. Systems include visNIR and SWIR HSI sensors, LWIR, INS,
solid state storage and processing capability, tailored to customer
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needs. All systems are designed for use on small manned and
unmanned ground and airborne platforms. Applications include
defense, agriculture, forestry, mineral exploration, pipeline
monitoring, and pollution control.
www.nova-sol.com
OCEAN AIR INC (Miramar, FL) #3-B145
Supplier of commercial aircraft products for the aviation
aftermarket, specializing in airborne communication, navigation,
and instrumentation systems, as well as providing aircraft engine
solutions. Buys commercial aircraft parts for resale to other
distributors and aircraft operators. 20+ years of experience.
www.oceanairinc.com
THE STATE OF OHIO (Cincinnati, OH) #3-B59
Delegation of aerospace manufacturers, universities, and
aerospace advocacy organizations, are organized by The Ohio
Aerospace & Aviation Council and JobsOhio. The State of Ohio’s
booth will showcase the products and services of Precision Alloy
Services, The Ohio State University, Renegade Materials, Maverick
Corporation, SIFCO Industries, Inc., Tesla NanoCoatings Inc. and
The University of Akron.
OKLAHOMA
DEPT
OF
COMMERCE (Oklahoma City,
OK), #3- C158
Oklahoma (OK) Governor
Mary Fallin will lead her state’s
delegation to promote its
aerospace, MRO and UAS
sectors.
Aerospace is one of the state’s largest industries; it is home to
both the largest military and commercial MRO centers in the
world. Fallin will promote OK as the “fly to” state for research,
development, testing, evaluation, training and education of
commercial and military unmanned aerial systems. The state
offers a central U.S. location, desirable terrain, business incentives,
testing and development capabilities, and training and education
programs.
http://okcommerce.gov/
PEMMCO MANUFACTURING (Raleigh, NC) #3-AB110
Aims to be considered a leading American Aerospace Precision
CNC Machining facility. First of many years exhibiting at the Paris
Air Show. Invites discussions of any CNC-manufactured part
needs or Issues.
www.pemmcomfg.com
PLYMOUTH ENGINEERED SHAPES (Warrenville, IL) #3-C138
Manufactures nearer to net extrusions in titanium, stainless
steels and nickel alloys. Claims to offer more experience in special
shape technology and provide more value-added options to meet
customer product specifications than any other manufacturer.
Manufactures stainless steel and nickel alloy precision aerospace
tubing in both seamless and welded and drawn specifications.
Plymouth’s tubing has been used in Charles Lindbergh’s Spirit of
St. Louis to the SpaceX Dragon Spacecraft.
www.plymouth.com

PRECISION SENSORS (Milford, CT) #3-B118
New product: Precision Sensors XP Series Transducers (with
ranges from 2500 psig to 5000 psig) are designed for demanding
aerospace applications that include the monitoring or control
of flight surfaces, braking, thrust reversers and landing gear
actuators. With no internal seals to degrade or cause leakage, the
flameproof stainless steel welded design eliminates installation
effects. Polysilicon sensor technology results in the highest level
of dielectric strength for improved electronic isolation.
www.precisionsensors.com
PRO-FAB, INC. (Oklahoma City, OK) #3-C158
Manufacturer of complex aerospace parts utilizing from two
to five axis CNC machines, including the latest state-of-the-art
precision horizontal, vertical and high-speed equipment. Pro-Fab
can produce up to 4 m x 34 m parts. Accredited to AS9100, ProFab has quality and manufacturing certifications that have been
awarded from national and globally recognized companies such
as Lockheed Martin, Bell Helicopter, Gulfstream, Embraer, Boeing
and the U.S. Department of Defense.
www.profab.com
RIX INDUSTRIES (Benicia, CA) #3-D148
Designs and manufactures
oil-free,
high-pressure
gas compressors and gas
generators for use on aircraft.
Since 2009, RIX has delivered
1600+ aerospace systems to
the U.S. Navy. RIX Industries has
been in business for 135 years.
The company’s engineering, R&D and manufacturing facilities are
all U.S. based in Benicia, CA and Sparks, NV.
www.rixindustries.com
ROLLED ALLOYS (Temperance, MI) #3-B157
One of the largest suppliers of stainless steels, nickel, cobalt and
titanium alloys. Their highly trained sales and metallurgical staff
collaborate with customers to ensure material selection specific
to customer needs. Rolled Alloys has grown through focusing on
customer value and ease of doing business.
www.rolledalloys.com.
SILVERADO CABLE COMPANY (Mesa, AZ) #3-C98
Veteran-owned small business manufactures custom cable
assemblies and electronic wiring harnesses in support of the
aerospace and national defense industries. Has supported the
manufacturer of assemblies for Boeing on the C-17 Airlifter since
2001. Manufacturer of the Wing Ice Protection System (WIPS)
harnesses for the Boeing 787 Dreamliner through its European
partner, GKN Aerospace in Luton UK. Manufactures assemblies
for other industries including telecommunications, medical
instrumentation, and avionics. Occupies 40,000+ sq/ft, employs
100+.
http://www.silveradocable.com/
SNAPPY MATERIALS (Wallingford, CT) #3-B118
Announcing new service to reduce cycling time: now stocking
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and processing 17-7Ph Plate .250” (6,35mm); .375” (9,53mm)
and .500” (12,7mm) in its central Connecticut processing and
distribution center, eliminating the need to purchase large plate
quantities and wait for mill lead times. The AS9120 registered
aircraft alloy metals service center also stocks material heat
treated and tested by NADCAP-approved sources.
http://www.snappymaterials.com/
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (Columbia,
SC) #3-A159
“Just right for the aerospace industry,” 200+ aerospace-related
companies do business in
the state, including Boeing,
Lockheed Martin, Michelin,
GE Aviation and GKN. South
Carolina is located in the
Southeastern U.S. on the
Atlantic
coast,
halfway
between New York and Miami.
Advantages: lowest industrial
power rates in U.S.; lowest private sector unionization rate in U.S.;
nationally-recognized readySC(tm)workforce training program;
world-class Port of Charleston.
http://sccommerce.com/
SPECTRUM FX (Oklahoma City, OK) #3-C158
has the only biodegradable Class A, B and D extinguishing agent
available that will extinguish a lithium battery fire in the cabin of
commercial aircraft, available now in the LIFE Kit. See Kent or Ross
Faith at the Oklahoma booth during the show.
TELEDYNE CONTROLS (El Seguno, CA) The Chalet #C8
Provides sophisticated avionics products and ground-based
applications that help airlines collect, manage and deliver aircraft
data more intelligently. Visitors will be able to preview new
products including the Wireless GroundLink® Comm+ system,
which automates data transfer via 3G/4G cellular technology,

and WGL-Fi™, which connects together iPads, WiFi enabled
EFBs and other Crew Devices. Also an opportunity to meet
Teledyne Controls general manager, Dr. Masood Hassan. www.
teledynecontrols.com. Teledyne Lighting & Display Products
will also be present in the Chalet to showcase its newly certified
ALPHABEAM® II LED technology. Meet with their general manager
Albert Andry.
www.teledynelighting.com
VOSS AEROSPACE (Cleveland, OH) #3-AB115
Manufacturer of high-performance coupling devices, bulgeformed ducting components
and fabricated subassemblies
for the aviation, aerospace
and
industrial
markets.
Representatives will showcase
products including the “Perfect
Seal” clamp designed to
eliminate sleeve scoring and
failure and a hybrid coupling
that prevents flanges from ovalizing while in use.
WASHINGTON STATE DEPT. OF COMMERCE (Seattle, WA)
#3-D149
Washington’s 1,256 aerospace-related companies employ
131,000+ workers, producing components, parts and products
for the global market, from giant machines that craft wing
panels of Airbus jets to retro rockets that allowed Curiosity
to touch down on Mars. Governor Jay Inslee leads the 2013
delegation of companies and leaders of Washington’s visionary
public-private partnerships for research, education and
training. They’ll do business against a fascinating backdrop
chronicling Washington’s 100 years of leadership in aviation
and space, from Charles K. Hamilton’s 1910 first flight to
the rollout of the revolutionary 787 Dreamliner composite
passenger airliner.
www.choosewashingtonstate.com

Russian fighter jet makes a big
comeback at the Paris Air Show

V

isitors to the 50th Paris Air Show
in June will be treated to daily
flight demonstrations of the
Sukhoi Su 35 presented by United Aircraft
Corporation.
Irkut Corporation’s Yak 130, military
training aircraft, will also be presented in
flight. And finally, Super Jet International
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SLN Technologies on growth path

will be showing its 100-seat commercial
airliner, the Super Jet 100, in the static
display area.
The organisers are delighted to see
so many Russian aircraft at Le Bourget
this year, adding to the variety of flying
displays of interest to both trade visitors
and the general public.

“With a full complement of exhibitors,
the 50th Paris Air Show promises to be a
resounding success. This is a reflection
of the booming aerospace industry and
confirms our position as the world’s
leading air show”, says Emeric d’Arcimoles,
Commissaire Général of the International
Paris Air Show.

development, qualification and certification
of electronic products for airborne and
ground applications. SLN has in-house
infrastructure to design and develop
product. SLN is serving Indian Defence and
Aerospace organisations viz. Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited, Bharat Electronics
Limited, Electronic Corporation of India
Limited and DRDO.

Mr. D R Subramanyam
Director, SLN Technologies

S

LN Technologies was founded in
the year 1995. SLN is specialised
in electronics systems design and
manufacturing (ESDM). Its business focus
is providing R&D services: Embedded
Systems Solutions, Board Design Solutions,
Embedded Software Development and
Automated Test Equipment, Product
reengineering and value engineering,
product testing and qualification and
manufacturing. SLN is serving Aerospace
and Defence industry for over a decade.
SLN is fully experienced in product design,

SLN’s Products Domain:
Avionics LRUs
Automated Test Equipment
Software Integration Rigs
Ground Support Equipment (’I’, ‘O’ Level
Testers)
Control Systems
Instrumentation
Electronic Modules (SRUs)
Services Offered:
Embedded System Solutions
Board Design Solutions
Embedded Software Solutions
FPGA Design and Development
IV&V
Re-Engineering
Manufacturing
Expertise:
Hardware Interfaces: Analog, Discrete, RS
232/422/485, Ethernet, USB, SPILL, MIL1553B,
ARINC429, ARINC717, Audio, Video.
Bus Architectures: PCI, cPCI, VME, VME64X,
VPX, PXI, PMC, Custom Bus Architecture.

Processors: PowerPC, DSP, ARM, FPGA.
Software: VxWorks, Real Time Linux, C,
C++, VC++, LabVIEW.
Hardware Process: DO 254.
Software Process: DO178B, DOD2167A,
IEEE 12207.
Environmental and EMI/EMC: DO 160E,
MIL-STD-810F, MIL-STD-461E
SLN’s major Products:
Solid State Flight Data Recorder
Ground Replay Equipment
Flight Test Instrumentation
Antenna Control Systems for RADAR and
Earth-station antenna applications
SLN is a recognised in-house R&D unit
by Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research (DSIR), Govt. of India. SLN is
approved design house by CEMILAC.
SLN has been certified as ISO9001:2008
company since the last more than 10
years. SLN is in the process of getting
AS9100B.
SLN was awarded National Award –
2008 Special reorganisation award for
Research and Development by Ministry
of MSME, Govt. of India. SLN was awarded
Outstanding Performance for “Excellence
in Electronics Research and Development
for the year 2009-2010” by ELCINA-EFY. SLN
was awarded 1st prize for “Excellence in
Electronics in Research and Development
for the year 2007-2008” by ELCINA-DUN &
BRAD STREET.

Embraer Executive Jets Certifies Prodigy Touch for Phenom 300

W

ith the certification of the new
Prodigy Touch Avionics Suite
for the Phenom 300 by ANAC
- Agência Nacional de Aviação Civil and
the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration,
Embraer Executive Jets revolutionises the
interface between pilots and avionics,
giving pilots the first touchscreencontrolled glass flight deck specifically
designed for light turbine aircraft.
“The Prodigy Touch benefits from all
the existing Prodigy Flight Deck features
but enhances the experience with touchscreen technology that is so much a part of
our daily lives today,” said Ernest Edwards,
President, Embraer Executive Jets. “It is part
of Embraer Executive Jets’ ongoing efforts
to continually offer improvements that
enhance situational awareness, safety and
reduce pilot workload for a better overall

flight experience.”
Prodigy Touch, a breakthrough in cockpit
philosophy based on the Garmin G3000
platform, will be available as an option for
the Phenom 300 beginning in the fourth
quarter of 2013. The Prodigy Touch Flight
Deck makes extensive use of the latest
technologies in a highly integrated and
automated architecture. Designed with the
“quiet-and-dark” philosophy, the touchscreen technology is based on human
factors design and intelligent automation
specifically focusing on single-pilot
operation.
The three-display, state-of-the-art
avionics features large, higher resolution,
14.1-inch displays, two of which are
configured as Primary Flight Displays
(PFDs) while the other is configured as
a Multi-Function Display (MFD). All are

capable of split-screen functionality to
show additional information when the
Multifunctional Window (MFW) is active
without losing information. The split-screen
mode provides the capability of displaying
maps, charts, electronic documents, system
synoptics and flight plan information, all
in addition to the core information of each
display.
The system also features two, 5.7inch, touch-screen controllers that
consolidate several interfaces once
separately located in the cockpit panel.
These controllers serve as primary
point of entry for the Prodigy Touch
system, and feature a desktop-style,
icon-driven interface built on an easy
to navigate menu structure, enabling
access to systems and sensors with few
keystrokes or page sequences.
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HAL foray into civil
segment on cards
H

industan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL) is in the process of
streamlining its procurement
process, particularly on imports and
adopt best global practices.
For the first time the company has
introduced a Grievance Redressal
Mechanism where bidders aggrieved by
any decision can make an application to
the Grievance Redressal Committee at
divisional and complex levels.
“What matters is understanding of each
others’ concerns and finding out workable
solutions with the least lead time”, said
HAL Chairman Dr. R K Tyagi, who added
that self-reliance in aero-engine is crucial
to India and the aero-engine community
within the country has to synergise to
achieve this goal for the country.
In 2012-13, HAL made major purchases
from 566 suppliers from 27 countries
including 270 from India. The company
has reviewed its purchase procedures and
has come out with the revised purchase
manual besides introducing online bill
tracking system.
SDR system inaugurated
Meanwhile, the Minister of State for
Defence, Mr. Jitendra Singh, recently
inaugurated Software Defined Radio
(SDR) system at HAL’s Strategic Electronic
Research Design Centre (SLRDC) at
Hyderabad.
Mr. Singh welcomed HAL initiated
indigenous development of Softnet Radio
for Airborne Communication and Net
Centric Warfare and congratulated the
company for manufacturing high-end
tech-instruments.
“The SDR is the future of communication
technologies and would largely shape
the net centric warfare in the years ahead
of us. The development of the system
will reduce our dependency on foreign
suppliers in the critical technology needs
of the country”, said Dr. Tyagi.
SDR is based on open architecture with
fully configurable software waveforms
in L band and V/UHF band. The Radio
development has been completed with
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SU-30, MiG- 29, Dornier, Cheetah, Chetak,
ALH operated by the Indian Defence
Forces. The types of avionics developed at
SLRDC are Radio Communication systems,
Navigation
systems,
Identification
systems, Radar systems and Computers.

Dr. R.K. Tyagi, Chairman, HAL
legacy waveforms and being integrated
on airborne platforms.
HAL’s SLRDC is a primary design centre
of excellence for the development of state
of the art, indigenous avionics which are
installed on fixed wing and rotary wing
aircraft like MiG 21, MiG 27, LCA, Jaguar,

MCW shop
Mr Singh inaugurated the state-of-theart Manned Chamber Welding (MCW)
shop, the only of its kind in the country
and second in the world at HAL’s Koraput
(Sunabeda) facilities in Odisha in the
presence of Mr. R.K. Mathur, Secretary
Defence Production. “India and Russia
are the only two countries having this
facility”, said Dr. Tyagi.
The minister lauded HAL’s efforts. The
Indian equipment has been developed
indigenously by HAL with help of other
vendors. Dr. Tyagi handed over a symbol
of robotic argon chamber dedicated to

the nation to the Minister.
Robotic tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding
system in argon chamber plays an
important role in welding of complicated
assemblies for aero engine in total argon
environment that ensures quality and
reliability. The Indian MCW system at
HAL is unique as it offers both robotic
and human (manual) welding in argon
atmosphere while the Russian welding is
carried out only manually. In this robotic
system, HAL does welding of 17 major
modules of Sukhoi engine. The welding
is of high quality and free of defects. The
entire outer casing module of the engine
is welded inside this chamber. The welder
working inside has all life support and
health monitoring features.
Huge scope for civil helicopters
Dr. Tyagi also feels that usage of civil
helicopters is far less in India although
there is huge scope and potential
for them. He said HAL has launched
modernisation drive and capacity
augmentation will happen in due course.
He complemented HAL’s Helicopter
Complex for its achievements, particularly
in last one year in which IOC for
weaponised version of ALH “Rudra” was
achieved.
Leadership Development Program
Meanwhile, HAL’s comprehensive one
year Leadership Development Program
for 30 senior executives was recently
inaugurated by Mr. Ashok Kumar Gupta,
Additional Secretary, Defence Production
(MoD) at IIM, Ahmedabad. “It is rare
opportunity for HAL executives on one

hand and IIM on the other to understand
the needs of the defence sector. We
need to develop leadership in PSUs and
competency mapping is vital factor. HAL’s
initiative should bring about positive
changes in all aspects of its functioning”,
he said.
Dr. Tyagi said the company is proud to
be associated with the country’s premium
management institute and both the
organisations stand to gain with such
initiatives. “Our aim is to prepare today’s
generation to take on the challenges of
tomorrow by exposing them to the best
international practices on all operational
fronts”, he said.
Facilities for cryogenic engines
The manufacturing facilities for
integrated cryogenic engines will be
set up at HAL’s Aerospace Division in
Bangalore, said Dr. K. Radhakrishnan,
Chairman, Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO). HAL will continue
to play an important role in the future
programs of ISRO.
Dr. Tyagi stressed that creativity and
innovation are key to success in aerospace
sector. He said HAL is the biggest investor
in defence R&D in India as it spent about
12 per cent of its turnover on research
activities, far ahead of other PSUs and
private players. “We filed 67 patents in
2012-13 and aiming for more this year”, he
added.
Dr. Tyagi also said civil aircraft
development should be a national
priority as India is slated to emerge as the
third largest aviation market by 2020. Not
only this, India has the potential to be an

maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO)
hub due to the growing aircraft fleet,
location advantage and availability of cost
effective talent. HAL can contribute in a
big way in all these segments, he added.
IAMPL production facility
International Aerospace Manufacturing
Limited’s (IAMPL) production facility
was recently formally inaugurated.
Incorporated in July 2010, IAMPL is a
50:50 joint venture company of HAL
and Rolls-Royce (UK). “The production
facility incorporates the latest RollsRoyce manufacturing techniques and will
create job opportunities for highly skilled
technicians and engineers in India”, an
HAL official said. The facility will begin
manufacturing production components
later this year.
Dr. Tyagi pointed out that HAL and RollsRoyce have been strategic partners for
long. “This is a step towards indigenous
production activities in the crucial aerosector. The state-of-the-art facility in
Bangalore will produce components
for the technologically advanced Trent
family of civil aero engines, as well as
for a number of marine and energy gas
turbines.”
Mr Kishore Jayaraman, Rolls-Royce,
President - India said, “Rolls-Royce and
HAL have been partners for more than
five decades and this facility is a testimony
to our long-standing relationship and
showcases our commitment to the
development of Indian aerospace and
technology industry.”
At an investment of US$25 million
(nearly Rs 135 crore) over a land of 7,200
sqm, the unit incorporates the latest
Rolls-Royce manufacturing techniques for
making 130 different compressor parts.
The facility will include latest machine
tools,
computerised
maintenance
management systems, metal spray
booths and non-destructive testing lines.
The newly-inaugurated facility will have
about 100 employees.
HAL started producing the Orpheus
engine under licence followed by
maintenance of the Gnome engine and
the 501 K industrial gas turbine. HAL is the
production agency of Rolls-Royce’s Adour
804/811 engine for the Jaguar aircraft of
IAF since 1981. HAL is now successfully
manufacturing the Adour MK 871 for
the new Hawk Advanced Jet Trainers.
As a result of strong collaboration, both
HAL and Rolls-Royce have progressively
contributed to the development of the
Indian aerospace industry.
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Advanced
solutions for highend welding tasks

The JV is also committed towards
developing a robust supply chain
management system to ensure nurturing
of small and medium enterprises and will
have about 225 vendors initially.
Certification of ALH-Dhruv
Mr. Ajit Singh, Civil Aviation Minister,
has said efforts will be made to get
HAL’s Advance Light Helicopter (ALHDhruv) certified by Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) in near future. The
Minister felt that a mechanism needs to be
evolved to benefit the bilateral countries
involved in such agreements so that they
could export or import aeronautical parts
mutually.
“We also have a national civil aircraft
development program for 100-seat
medium transport aircraft. Some of the
country’s leading aeronautics and space
scientists are spearheading the project
and I hope this takes shape”, he added.
Dr. Tyagi said the company has been
focusing on military aviation but now
plans to diversify into civil market. “We
have made a humble beginning with
Dhruv civil variant as an offshoot of the
military program. We now propose to
play a leading role in India’s national civil
aircraft development program as we
have dedicated facilities at our transport
division in Kanpur”, he added.
HAL, BrahMos partnership
HAL and BrahMos-the Supersonic
Cruise Missile manufacturer in the
country have forged the partnership for
long-term support towards all variants
of BrahMos programmes at a meeting
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held in Hyderabad today. HAL will
install and augment required facilities
under the technical support of Research
Center Imarat (RCI, a DRDO agency
dedicated for development of inertial
systems) to meet the current and the
future program expectations, said Dr
Tyagi.
The two sides also agreed to partner
and enhance indigenous content of the
BrahMos programme. HAL will develop
certain critical electronic systems towards
achieving this goal.
Financial performance
HAL achieved a new financial high
with a turnover of Rs 14,316 crores in the
financial year 2012-13. The profit before
tax for the FY 2012-13 stands at Rs. 3,471
crores. The company has declared an
interim dividend to the tune of Rs. 823
crores, 683% of equity base of Rs 120.50
crores for the financial year.
The performance is expected to earn
the company, the ‘Excellent’ score under
the MoU with Government of India for
the year. “We strive to live up to the
expectations of our stakeholders”, said
Dr Tyagi, Chairman HAL. The company’s
return on shareholders’ investment is
impressive, comparable to some of the
best companies anywhere, he added.
The defence major, being a technology
driven company continues its thrust on
R&D, by incurring Rs.1749 crores, 12% of its
turnover towards it. The company filed a
record 32 patents in 2012-13 to reinforce
and protect its intellectual property
developed at large investment.
The year witnessed landmark events
such as handing over of the first

weaponized Advanced Light Helicopter
(ALH) “Rudra” to Indian Army, export
of Cheetah helicopters to Republic of
Surinam and Do-228 light transport
aircraft to Seychelles and the first flight of
Jaguar DARIN-III upgrade and LCA Naval
prototypes. The last of the limited series
production LCA took to skies this year.
Foray into civil segment
Backed with long experience of being
with military aviation and extensive
infrastructure, HAL plans to foray into
civil segment which is forecast to have
promising growth. Separate operations
are planned to handle civil segment
including suitable partnerships with
private Indian industries and foreign
operators.
The company aims to achieve business
excellence while pursuing its mandate
of nation building. It has plans to add
capacity to handle the future programs
like Medium Multi-Role Combat Aircraft
(MMRCA), Fifth Generation Fighter Aircraft
(FGFA), Multi-role Transport Aircraft (MTA),
Light Combat Helicopter (LCH) and Light
Utility Helicopter (LUH). The LUH has gone
past the design phase with successful
realization of the Ground Test Vehicle,
MTA has entered the conceptual design
phase and the FGFA will be entering the
detail design stage, all encouraging signs
for the future of aerospace in India.
During the year HAL focus areas
included building partnerships and
relationships –be it with employees,
shareholders, customers, value chain
& business partners, industry leaders,
academic institutions or the government
as industry regulator.

T

he PSM 400 BladeWelder from
SCHUNK Laser Technology is a
special laser beam machine for
demanding materials. It can be used
for crack-free, fast and cost effective
processing even on high-temperature
nickel or cobalt base alloys. With a
maximum pulse power of 8 kW, the
Lasag laser achieves a pulse energy of
110 J. Freely scalable pulse formation and
modulation enable adaptation of the laser
parameters to the specific characteristics
of the materials. The pulse duration can
be extended to a very impressive value
of 200 ms. An adaptive closed-loop
controller ensures precise and stable
operation of the lamp-pumped solid state
laser.

The other SCHUNK laser beam machines
of the PSM 400 series are also extremely
flexible, with three, four or five axes. They
enable fast and convenient machining
of both small and large components.
A machine table with electric height
adjustment and double rotation and a
sliding-rotating laser welding head provide
for maximum flexibility in the work area.
The operator has full access to all machining,
programming and control functions,
regardless of the component size. The
user-friendly look-ahead controller and the
unique teach function for line, arc, circle and
spline allow fast set-up and programming
of the laser beam machines.
SCHUNK, as a competence leader for
clamping technology and gripping

systems, also pro-vides peripheral devices
for laser welding, such as the robotic
interface VERO-S NSR. In the automated
loading of laser welders, the compact,
lightweight interface with minimal interfering contours allows pallet loading very
near to the machine table. This enables
the design of especially low clamping
stations and pallets. The robotic interface
can be combined with the flat palletising
module VERO-S NSA plus, which enables
a repeat accuracy of less than 0.005 mm
with fully automatic pallet change, and
can even be integrated directly in the
machine. Both the VERO-S NSR and the
VERO-S NSA plus self-lock via spring force.
Pneumatic system pressure of 6 bar is
needed for release.
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GIFAS–SIATI INTERACTIONS

GIFAS has organized an Exhibition and Conference
at Bangalore in April, 1993.

The interaction seminar with GIFAS Industry members
in September 2000. L to R: Air Cmde(Retd) Joseph
Varkey, Hony Secretary General, SIATI, Dr. C.G.Krishnadas
Nair, Hony President, SIATI with H.E.Mr.Bernard de
Montferrand, the Ambassador of France in India who
inaugurated the Seminar, Ms Chug, Joint Secretary,
Government of India, Mr Rupied Guy, Managing
Director, GIFAS.

G
H.E.Mr.Bernard de Montferrand, the Ambassador of France in India
and Mr. Rupied Guy, Managing Director, GIFAS with SIATI team.

Mr. Rupied Guy, Managing Director, GIFAS lighting the lamp. Along with
him. L to R: H.E.Mr.Bernard de Montferrand, the Ambassador of France in
India, Ms Chug, Joint Secretary, Government of India, Dr. C.G.Krishnadas
Hony President,
SIATI
and lighting
Air Cmde(Retd)
J.Varkey,
Hony
Secretary
Rupied Guy,Nair,
Managing
Director,
GIFAS
the lamp.
Along
with
him
General,
SIATI.
R: H.E.Mr.Bernard de Montferrand, the Ambassador of France in India, Ms

g, Joint Secretary, Government of India, Dr. C.G.Krishnadas Nair, Hony
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sident, SIATI and
Air Cmde(Retd)
J.Varkey, Hony Secretary General, SIATI.

IFAS and SIATI had
interactions from 1993. This
included Indian Industry
delegations to Paris Air Show and
French Industry delegations to Aero
India. There were many interactions
between aerospace companies of
both the countries through GIFAS
and SIATI and B2B meetings and
dedicated seminars have been
made during the past few years
between the two countries. GIFAS
and SIATI signed an MOU (1996)
for for Technical Collaboration on
R&D Technology Transfer, License
Manufacture, Co-production etc.
Aerospace industries of both the
countries could achieve excellent
quality and performance of products
to meet the required high standards
in the Aerospace field with these
interactions.
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Contactless Digital Data Transmission with Ethernet Interface

I

t is now a long established standard in the mobile
communications arena for manufacturers to install active
components directly into the antenna. More recently,
producers of radar systems have been motivated to incorporate
more and more into the antenna as the need for more technically
sophisticated solutions becomes more and more ubiquitous. The
benefit? A huge increase in system efficiency and enhancement
to the integrity of the signal.
For radar rotary joints, this means that the traditional RF
modules for the diff erent frequency bands are being replaced
by diverse media couplers, power current paths and signal
transmission paths. The media couplers are used to create a
cooling circuit with a liquid medium and, if required, for the
ventilation and/or depressing of the RF line sections with dry
air. The power current is primarily necessary for supplying the
radar amplifiers, which often achieve an output rating of several
100 kW. In addition to this, antenna heating systems are also
supplied with it. The electrical signals from and to the active
antenna equipment are transmitted either optically via a multi
channel fiber optic rotary joint, by a slip ring or by means of a
contactless coupler.
The optical rotary joint has the disadvantage, however, that
it requires the central inner bore of the overall system. This
disadvantage is not shared by our new contactless signal
transmission module. Depending on requirements, an inner bore
of randomised diameter (keyword hollow shaft) can be realised.
The actual signal transmission between the stator and rotor
unit occurs electromagnetically in the context of which the
signal to be transmitted is digitally modulated.
As now standard in all areas of the technology, Ethernet is also
used as the standard interface for data transmission in the radar
fi eld. This is the reason that SPINNER has confi gured the newly
developed module as a contactless Ethernet coupler (Ethernet
module). This coupler is called module, because it has its own
bearing support. This module is freely scalable in its diameter.
Through stacking, it can also be confi gured to create a multi
channel design. The primary advantage of the contactless
solution is naturally its wear-free operation. Another advantage
compared with a contactbased design, however, is that the
maximum data rate is not infl uenced by the size of the module.

Dual Channel Ethernet Module
That’s why the Ethernet module also consistently supports
Gigabit Ethernet regardless of the dimensions. The intelligent
electronics (Ethernet subassembly) recognise the Ethernet
standard of the connected devices automatically, and adjust
themselves accordingly. It is therefore unimportant as to whether
a device is connected with 10 Base-T (10 Mbit/s) or Fast Ethernet
(100 Mbit/s) or Gigabit Ethernet (1 Gbit/s), the transmission works
without requiring intervention of the user. The subassemblies on
the stator and rotor side require an external power supply of a
nominal 24 VDC, or optionally 12 VDC.
A wide range of diagnostics functions are integrated in the
electronics as well as a sophisticated functional surveillance
system. During initial operation in factory, this information
is evaluated in order to ascertain and ensure the quality.
Prior to delivery, every module is subjected to a “Burn In”. The
subsequent evaluation of the diagnostics information and a
test of the LAN interface according to RFC2544 are required for
approval for delivery. This means a high degree of reliability
is guaranteed throughout the entire lifetime of the Ethernet
module.

Spinner GmbH, Munich, Germany +49 89 12601 1160,

www.spinner-group.com info@spinner-group.com

Ethernet Channel Characteristics
Supported Ethernet
Standards
Ethernet Frame Loss Ratio
According to RFC2544/
Corresponding Bit Error Rate

10BASE-T (IEEE802.3 Clause 14)
100BASE-TX (IEEE802.3 Clause 25)
1000BASE-T (IEEE802.3 Clause 40)
Auto negotiation provided to select Ethernet standard and
full/half duplex mode automatically
≤ 1 x 10-9 *) /
BER ≤ 1 x 10 -12
21.6 V DC to 28.0 V DC V; 0 V is connected to Case
Ground internally

Supply Voltage
Current Consumption,
typ. / max.

0.33 A / 0.5 A @ VCC = 24 V

Applied Regulations and
Standards

EMC Directive 2004/108/EC
EN 55022:2010 (Class B),
EN 55024:2010

*) Measured @ 1 Gbit/s with 64 byte frames at 99% channel utilization while 800 s
measurement time
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Ethernet Subassembly, Rotor Side,
Small Version
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offered through
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CHIVARO inks pact with SIATI

E

two initiatives to empower Engineering
students & professionals across India.
More than 10000 Engineering students
will be trained in three years, starting with
3,000 this year.
There will be a Centre of Excellence
for developing skills in engineering
and software application in Design,
Analysis , simulation , manufacturing
and maintenance which will be
executed with in university /
Engineering institute campus for
engineering graduates in Aeronautical
& Mechanical disciplines.
The second initiatives will be Centre of
Innovation for developing competencies
in Aerospace, Aviation and defence
domain and process apart from tools and
technologies by CHIVARO Institute of
Advanced Engineering.
CHIVARO will offer skill development
programmes to students and Aerospace
professionals across the country and also
to provide the advanced engineering
competency development program
at CHIVARO institute as per the MoU

programmes will be
gh two initiatives –

Air Cmde(Retd) Joseph Varkey, Hony Secretary General, SIATI, Dr. C.G.Krishnadas Nair,
Hony President, SIATI, and CHIVARO Chairman, Dataram Mishra signing in MOU.

Sailors &
Warriors

Sailors &
Warriors
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Indian Navy

eyes strategic partnership
with industry

signedskills
with SIATI for
years. The
CHIVARO’s Engineering
and
Excellence for developing
infive engineering
and knowledge
software
training programme has been designed training expertise in tools , technologies
by CHIVARO, in
collaboration with and domain
with SIATI’s industry
n Design, Analysis , simulation
manufacturing
andtogether
maintenance
industry experts in Aerospace and insights will empower Mechanical &
defence and
with technical support, institute
Aerospace Engineering
students for
&
be executed with in university
/Engineering
campus
advice and guidance from SIATI and the professionals across India,” CHIVARO
levels are certified through
Chairman, DataramThe
Mishra said.
graduates in Aeronauticalachievement
& Mechanical
disciplines.
second
the assessments.
The programmes are of a duration of
“This initiative is first of its kind in India 200 to 400 hours each and cover topics
will be centre of Innovation
for developing competencies in
in this form, aimed to develop skill for ranging from Engineering software
the industry and enhance quality of our Tools, technologies and Aerospace
Aviation and defence domain
and process apart from tools and
Engineering graduates for Aerospace, domain which include Design, Analysis,
defence
and
aviation
Industry,” Simulation, Manufacturing & Maintenance
by CHIVARO Institute of Advanced
Engineering.
SIATI President Dr. C.G.Krishnadas
Nair and best practices to professional skills
said

and project management.

ety of Indian Aerospace technologies and industries) today signed
um of understanding (MoU), for Five years, with CHIVARO to
evelopment programmes to students and Aerospace professionals
ountry and also to provide the advanced engineering competency
program at Chivaro institute," said in a statement.

programme has been designed by CHIVARO Industry experts in
nd defence with technical support, advice and guidance from SIATI
evement levels are certified through the assessments, it added.
Mr. Ravi Kumar Gupta,Scientist G & Director,Directorate of Public Interface, DRDO Head Qarters receiving the DRDO Technology
award from Defence Minister Mr.A.K.Antony. Minister of State for Defence Mr. Jitendra Singh, Dr.V.K.Saraswat also seen.
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Indian Naval Ship INS Satpura & INS Kirch
at Singapore for IMDEX 2013
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Antony commissions first MiG 29 K
squadron of Indian Navy

T

he Defence Minister A K Antony
has said India has to maintain an
edge over its adversaries in defence
preparedness through the acquisition of
new technology and better training of the
personnel, given the fact that the security
scenario in the region is changing at a rapid
pace.
Commissioning the Indian Naval Air
Squadron (INAS) 303, the first MiG 29K
squadron of the Indian Navy at INS Hansa
in Goa, Antony said he was confident
that the Squadron will make a significant
contribution in enhancing peace and
stability in our area of operations. It would
also provide effective safeguards for
unhindered economic development of the
nation and other friendly nations in the
Indian Ocean Region (IOR), he said.
The Squadron will very soon operate from
INS Vikramaditya.
The MiG-29K is a true swing role aircraft
which carries enough punch to undertake
Air Dominance and Power Projection
missions simultaneously, bestowing the
Commander at sea, great flexibility. It takes
Indian naval aviation from a defensive
stature to one of dominance.
The MiG 29K aircraft is a state of the art,
all weather, carrier based, air dominance
fighter specially built for the Indian Navy.
The aircraft has a maximum speed over
twice the speed of sound (about 2000
kmph), can pull up to 8 times the force of
gravity, can climb to an altitude of over
65000 feet. Armed with an arsenal of some
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of the most sophisticated weapons in the
world it is fully equipped to dominate by
engaging targets in air, at sea or on land.
Latest avionics, with data link capabilities
coupled with its range of armament will
enable true power projection. With its airto- air refueling capability its ranges are also
extended to perform true power projection
and air space dominance roles.
INAS 303 is commanded by Capt A
D Theophilus, an accomplished and
experienced Sea Harrier pilot and a
Qualified Flying Instructor.
It may be recalled that the MiG 29K
supersonic air dominance fighters were
inducted by Antony on 19 Feb 2010. Sixteen
of these potent aircraft were inducted to
form the main combat power of the, soon
to be inducted aircraft carrier, Vikramaditya.
Since their induction, the aircraft have
flown over 2500 hrs and successfully
concluded armament trials of the entire
range of arsenal comprising air to surface
missiles, air to air missiles, bombs,
rockets and guns. After proving in trials
the aircraft have also participated in
important theatre level exercises with
the Indian Navy and the Indian Air Force.
Having successfully completed all tasks
and trials assigned and established its
combat potential, the MiG-29K squadron
has now been commissioned into front
line service to form the sword arm of the
Indian Navy.
In the tradition of naming its fighter
squadrons in the 300 series, the MiG-

29K squadron, is christened INAS 303
and is being popularly referred to as the
‘Black Panthers’. The number 303 has
been derived from the revolutionary
.303 rifle cartridge, which in the mid19th century replaced the traditional
lever-action cartridges with pointed-tip
bullets, giving it a ballistic advantage
over its counterparts. This path breaking
technology enabled the bullet to travel
at much higher speeds, more accurately
and inflict much more damage than
its predecessors, thus creating a new
standard on which the future guns of the
world were built. Drawing similarity to
the above mentioned attributes of the
rifle the number 303 has been chosen
to represent the MiG 29K squadron. Just
like the rifle revolutionised the concepts
of rifle firing, the induction of the Black
Panther squadron marks the beginning
of a new era of fighter flying in the Indian
navy and hence the squadron is also
referred to as “the game changers”. The
squadron’s insignia depicts the rare Black
Panther, rampant on sea waves, against
an azure background.
The Defence Minister also inaugurated
a state of the art full mission simulator.
Equivalent to a Cat D flight simulator,
which enables pilot training across the
full range of aircraft capabilities including
carrier take off and carrier landings,
combat missions and even air to air
refuelling. This simulator will serve as a
force multplier for the aircrew.

Defence Minister AK Antony piloted a 25-minute flight of MiG-29K on the state of the art simulator at INS Hansa in Goa

Skeldar V-200
completes flight test
milestones

D

efence and security company
Saab has verified a number of
key capabilities of its Skeldar
V-200 vertical lift UAS through flight
campaigns at different sites in the US
and Sweden demonstrating the system’s
performance for both land and sea based
operations. A number of successful
customer demonstration flights have

also been conducted.
High complexity flight envelopes
such as fully autonomous flights were
conducted in both day and night
conditions
demonstrating
convoy
shadowing capability, EO/IR sensor
utilisation, precision landing as well as
long range missions using Tactical HandOver between Ground Control Stations
using Saab’s flexible stationary and mobile
ground control station. In addition, a heavy
fuel engine has now been verified through
extensive flight trials and an upgraded
next generation version of the original

design aviation fuel engine has been
delivered and is now cleared for flight test.
“The Skeldar V-200 has passed yet
another important milestone in the
programme with these key capabilities
verified and demonstrated to various
customers,”says Mikael Franzén, Director
of Saab’s Product Area Tactical UAS.
The unmanned system’s built in safety
functionality confirmed contingency
behaviours in case of link loss including
autonomous navigation in accordance
to predefined parameters as well as auto
landing and shut down.
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BRAHMOS annihilates target off Goa coast
from frigate INS Tarkash

T

he BRAHMOS supersonic cruise missile was successfully test fired from the
Indian Navy’s newest guided missile frigate INS Tarkash off the coast of Goa
recently.
The missile performed high-level “C” maneuvere at pre-determined flight path and
successfully hit the target. The surface-to-surface missile, having a range of 290-km,
was test launched from the Russian-built Project 1135.6 class warship.
The launch was carried out by Indian Navy as part of Acceptance Test Firing (ATF)
of the ship.
Indian Navy commissioned INS Tarkash on 9 November, 2012. The warship along
with two other frigates of the class - INS Teg and INS Trikand have been built as part
of a $1.6 billion contract signed between India and Russia in July, 2006. INS Teg was
commissioned on 27 April, 2012 and the commissioning of INS Trikand is expected
soon. The advanced warship has been fitted with an upgraded multi-role combat
suite to make it one of the most potent platforms of the Indian Navy. The weapons
suite of INS Tarkash includes surface-to-air and surface-to-surface missile systems,
100 mm medium range gun, close-in weapon system, torpedo tubes and antisubmarine rockets. The BRAHMOS surface-to-surface missile system is capable of
engaging targets at extended ranges at supersonic speed.
All the three ships will be equipped with 8 vertical launched BRAHMOS missile
system as the prime strike weapon.
The new missile frigates are designed to accomplish a wide range of maritime
missions, primarily hunting down and destroying large surface ships and submarines.
The vertical launch configuration of BRAHMOS enhances the stealth capabilities of
the ship as the missiles are under the deck and not exposed. The Universal Vertical
Launcher (UVLM) being used in these ships has a unique design, developed and
patented by BrahMos Aerospace.

Diehl and Turkish industry join
hands for submarine project

T

he Turkish company Roketsan
and
the
German
firms
ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems
and Diehl Defence signed a cooperation
agreement to develop and supply the
submarine-launched IDAS (Interactive
Defence and Attack System for
Submarines) missile. The accord was
inked at the IDEF International Defence
Industry Fair in Istanbul.
The signature ceremony took place
in the presence of Eberhard Pohl,
Ambassador of the Federal Republic
of Germany in Turkey, Thomas
Kossendey, Member of the German
Parliament (Deutscher Bundestag)
and Parliamentary Secretary of the
Federal Minister of Defence as well as
the German Armament Director Detlef
Selhausen.
IDAS provides new self-defence
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and asymmetric warfare capabilities
for submerged submarines to engage
threats from the air, naval vessels as
well as coastal targets. The submarine
can launch the multi-role missile from
a torpedo tube under water by means
of a launching container. Aided by an
innovative fiber-optic data link, the
operator in the submarine is capable
of controlling the missile during the
entire flight offering the opportunity
of target change, correction of the
target impact point or mission abort.
The system can also be refitted into
existing submarines with minor effort.
Currently the IDAS Consortium is
conducting an Initial Development
Program (IDP) with the objective
of developing a verified product.
Verification will be proven with
successful firings from a submerged

submarine scheduled for 2014.
According to the cooperation
agreement,
Roketsan
will
be
responsible
for
development,
qualification and series production
of the IDAS warhead, support
testing of CAS (Control Actuation
System), participate in system level
design activities and perform a
work share in the series production
of the CAS. A further partner is the
Norwegian company Nammo, which
is developing and producing the
rocket motor.
IDAS has performed successful test
firings from an underwater test facility
in Northern Germany as well as from
a class 212A submarine of the German
Navy in the Baltic Sea. The project was
awarded the Technology Prize of the
German defence industry.

Indian coastal security plan phase – II
must be finished on time: Antony

Defence Minister A K Antony with Admiral DK Joshi, Chief of Naval Staff.

T

he Defence Minister A K Antony
called upon the top brass of
Indian Navy and Indian Coast
Guard to ensure timely implementation
of measures envisaged under Phase - II of
Coastal Security Plan.
Addressing the Naval Commanders’
Conference, Antony said the National
Command Control, Communication and
Intelligence Network Project will become
operational later this year. This real-time
link between the Operations Rooms of
the Navy and the Coast Guard will surely
synergise coastal security operations.
Referring to strengthening Navy’s
maritime
support
infrastructure,
especially in the islands, Antony said,
the construction of additional bases and
naval air stations in Andaman & Nicobar
Islands and Lakshadweep & Minicoy
Islands is necessary to further extend our
operational reach.
Antony complimented the Indian Navy
for checking piracy in the Gulf of Aden
to some extent and for ensuring that the
menace does not spread towards our
waters. He also complimented the Navy
for its efforts towards indigenisation
of defence production. He said 46 of
the 48 naval platforms, currently under
construction, are being built in India.
“Indigenisation of equipment, especially
weapons and sensors, in association with
DRDO through the Buy & Make (Indian)
route is an initiative that needs to be

carried forward strongly and replicated in
other spheres.”
He said there are some operational
constraints
regarding
conventional
submarines,
ship-borne
helicopters
and mine counter measure vessels. The
Defence Minister reiterated that funds
will never be a constraint for capital
acquisition and will be made available.
He, however, said funds must be utilised
in the most judicious manner to achieve
national goals.
Antony congratulated Lt. Cdr. Abhilash
Tomy for successfully completing the
non-stop solo circumnavigation on
the Sailing Vessel “Mhadei”. He said
“such expeditions bear testimony to the
adventurous spirit of Navy personnel to
face the elements of nature on high seas.
Similarly, Sail Training Ship Sudarshini’s
voyage to commemorate the 20th
anniversary of Indo- ASEAN relations
too is a creditable initiative.” Referring to
some recent incidents having a bearing
on information security, Antony said
the security environment prevailing in
our neighborhood, security of national
as well as physical security of our bases,
dockyards, ships, submarines, aircrafts
etc. cannot be ignored at any cost.
Antony said human resources are the
single most crucial component for any
organisation and the Navy surely was not
an exception. He said top priority must
be accorded to provide training, improve

service conditions and the habitat of our
personnel.
A major highlight of the Conference
was that for the first time ever, it was
held by “Telepresence” between New
Delhi and Naval Commands, thus
doing away with physical travel of
the participating Commanders and
supporting staff. The Indian Navy has
thus become the first Service to conduct
a conference of this magnitude through
“Video-Conferencing”.
The site at Naval Headquarters, New
Delhi was linked seamlessly with the
Command Headquarters at Mumbai,
Vizag and Kochi using a secure video and
data link. This enabled virtual presence of
all the participants from various stations
at a common forum, thus harnessing the
latest technologies.
In his address, Admiral DK Joshi, Chief
of Naval Staff, noted the high tempo of
operations maintained by all naval units
and observed that the induction of ships
and submarines would be primarily
indigenous in the coming years. Naval
aviation was also poised for major growth.
He emphasised the importance of human
resource development and information
technology, in building naval capability.
The Navy Chief highlighted the constant
need for synergy and coordination
amongst various agencies and the role
of Navy in maintaining optimal maritime
security.
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First Indian Naval P-8I
LRMRASW Aircraft
arrives at INS Rajali

I

ndian Naval Aviation received a major fillip with the arrival of the
first of eight Boeing P-8I Long Range Maritime Reconnaissance
and Anti Submarine Warfare (LRMRASW) aircraft at Naval Air
Station Rajali (Arakkonam) recently. The remaining seven aircraft
would be delivered over the next two years.
The P-8I aircraft, based on the Boeing 737-800(NG) airframe,
is the Indian Naval variant of the P-8A Poseidon that Boeing has
developed for the US Navy. The aircraft is equipped with foreign &
indigenous sensors for Maritime Reconnaissance, Anti Submarine
operations and Electronic Intelligence missions. The aircraft is fully
integrated with state of the art sensors and highly potent Anti
Surface and Anti Submarine weapons.
These LRMRASW aircraft have been procured under the contract
signed in 2009. The Indian Navy is in process of procuring an
additional four P-8I aircraft under the option clause. The P-8I aircraft
would greatly enhance India’s maritime surveillance capability in
the Indian Ocean Region. Vice Admiral Bimal Kumar Verma, Chief
of Staff (Eastern Naval Command) received the aircraft in a function
organised at INS Rajali.
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Lockheed Martin launches
redesigned F-35 website

L

ockheed Martin has announced the redesign of
www.F35.com, the official website of the F-35
Lightning II. The new design features enhanced
functionality and compatibility with a variety of mobile
devices while providing users the most up-to-date
information on the F-35 program.
“The new design stemmed from our desire to provide
a site that makes it easy to get the latest news about
the F-35 program,” said Joe LaMarca, vice president
communications, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics. “We
recognise the tremendous role our international and
industrial partners play on this program, and want to make
sure they have an avenue to stay connected. Our audience
expects transparency, and we’ll use this website to deliver
it.”
The F-35 Lightning II is a 5th generation fighter, combining
advanced stealth with fighter speed and agility, fully fused
sensor information, network-enabled operations and
advanced sustainment. Three distinct variants of the F-35
will replace the A-10 and F-16 for the U.S. Air Force, the F/A18 for the U.S. Navy, the F/A-18 and AV-B Harrier for the U.S.
Marine Corps, and a variety of fighters for at least ten other
countries.
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